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Abstract 

In recent years, several localized routing protocols guarantee packets' delivery when 

the underlying network topology is a planar graph. The relative neighborhood graph 

(RNG), Gabriel graph (GG) or Delaunay triangulation (Del) is used for such a pla

nar structure. But, the spanning ratio of RNG or GG cannot be bounded by any 

constant. So, researchers proposed improved Delaunay triangulations in combina

tion with structures such as Yao Graph, MST, etc, because the distances traveled by 

packets can be shorter than a constant times of the minimums. But, such Delaunay 

triangulations are impossible to construct in any localized manner. 

In this thesis, we propose a planner proximity graph—square test graph (STG)— 

that has a stretch factor \/20 to the complete Euclidean graph. The STG looks 

like the "Gabriel graph for the Li metric" and adds one edge at a time, but it is 

denned purely in the Euclidean plane. Similar research was conducted by Chew [4] 

who proved that the Li-Delaunay triangulation has a stretch factor of y/lO over the 

complete Euclidean graph. A wireless ad hoc network is usually modeled as the unit-

disk graph (UDG), in which a edge exists only if its Euclidean distance is at most 

one. But, we model nodes' communication ranges as a set of equal-sized unit-squares 

inscribed in every unit-disk, thus the network is accordingly modeled as a unit-square 

graph (USG) rather than a UDG for the first time. Then, we present a localized 

expected 0(ln2(n))-time algorithm to construct STGflUSG. The resulting graph is 

called localized square test graph (LSTG), and it is a planar \/20-spanner of the USG. 

By our algorithm, each node needs only to know its entire 1-hop neighbors in USG 

for its edge computation. 

Our experimental results confirm the existence of the minimum transmission range 

such that the induced network topologies, USG and LSTG, are connected almost 

surely. And, the edges of LSTG incident on every node are almost unchanged with 

the increase in the nodes' transmission ranges. Our experimental results also show 

the traveled distance of the packets could be significantly less when efficient routing 

algorithms are applied on LSTG, rather than applied on GG or RNG. 
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Chapter 1 

Introduction 

This is the Golden Age of the Internet, but no one knows how long it will last and what 

the next generation will bring. With its continued evolution, the wireless network will 

become more important, and the technology solutions used to support it will become 

more critical. This will motivate a host of research and development projects and 

activities in industry and academia alike. Someone said the earth used to be very 

large, but the Internet has made it smaller. And with the availability everywhere of 

the wireless network connectivity, the earth will become even smaller. 

Within the past decade, people have seen great advances in network infrastruc

tures, the growing availability of wireless applications, and the emergence of om

nipresent wireless devices such as portable or handhold computers, PDAs (Personal 

Digital Assistants), and cell phones. All these are getting more powerful in their 

capabilities. Travelers with portable computers can surf the Internet from airports, 

railway stations, cafes, and other public locations; tourists can use GPS (Global Po

sition System) terminals installed inside rental cars to view driving maps and locate 

tourist attractions; mobile users can rely on their cellular phones to check e-mail and 

browse the Internet; files or other types of information can be exchanged by connect

ing portable computers via wireless LANs (Local Area Networks) while attending 

conferences; and at home, a family can synchronize data and transfer files between 

portable devices and desktop computers. 

Wireless devices are playing an ever-increasing role in our lives. Along with nu

merous mature techniques migrating from labs to the industry, mobile devices are 

getting smaller, cheaper, more convenient, and more powerful. They also run more 

applications and network services. From the explosive growth of the mobile comput

ing equipment market seen today, we can expect the total number of mobile Internet 

users to exceed that of fixed-line Internet users in the not too distant future. 

Network connections and corresponding data transmissions, which serve as the 
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base of the applications and services running on mobile devices, are in the highest 

demand. Currently, the main method of wireless connections is fixed-infrastructure-

based service providers or private networks. For example, two cell phones set up a 

connection through BS (Base Station) and MSC (Mobile Services Switching Center) in 

cellular networks; laptops connect to the Internet via wireless access points. Although 

this manner provides a great way for mobile devices to get network services, this 

infrastructure is costly and time consuming to install. Furthermore there are cases 

where the user-required infrastructure is not available, cannot be installed, or cannot 

be installed in time in a given geographic area. Therefore, other alternatives are 

required to provide the needed connectivity and network services . 

For these reasons, combined with the current rapid progress in science and in 

electronic engineering technology and standardization, researchers have recently pro

posed new alternative ways to set up an ad hoc mobile network that is both flexible 

and powerful, where mobile devices within the transmission range will connect to each 

other through automatic configuration. It is called an "ad hoc network" because each 

node is willing to forward data for other, and so the determination of which nodes 

forward data is made dynamically based on the network connectivity. This charac

teristic distinguishes it from the older network technologies because the latter has to 

designate some nodes, usually routers, switches, hubs, and firewall devices, to perform 

the task of forwarding data. In the mobile ad hoc networks with specific applications 

or services deployed, not only can mobile nodes communicate with each other, but 

they also may receive Internet services through an Internet gateway node, effectively 

extending both network and Internet services to areas without any infrastructures. 

Ad hoc networking is widely expected to form the essential piece of the 4G network 

architecture. 

1.1 Motivation 

Although impressive research and development results have been documented in a 

large number of papers, many open issues remain to clear the path for the successful 

ad hoc network deployment and commercialization. 

In view of the intrinsic complexity of communication networks, researchers usu

ally separate the network design problem from the management and control of the 
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network. This is a convenient separation and can help simplify these two phases. 

However, these two phases are not unrelated because decisions made at the network-

design phase may strongly affect the network management and control phase. For 

example, a network designer should take into account hierarchical routing methods if 

he designs a backbone-like network topology instead of a flat one. 

Compared to traditional wire-based networks, wireless ad hoc networks have many 

intrinsical characteristics and unavoidable limitations that should be taken into de

signers' consideration. For example, wireless nodes are often moving during the com

munication; they are often self-powered with integrated batteries and often have lim

ited memories. Naturally, the network topology designed (or adopted) is expected to 

be more suitable for deploying an efficient routing scheme to save energy and memory 

consumption than the traditional wire-based networks. Here, both topology control 

and geographic routing usually assume the idealized unit-disk graph (UDG) network 

model: by a proper scaling, we assume all wireless nodes in the network have the 

same maximum transmission range equal to one unit; any two of them have a link if 

and only if their Euclidean distance is at most one; consequently, all wireless nodes 

form a unit-disk graph (UDG) at any moment. 

Generally, the goals of network topology control and management are maintaining 

networks' connectivity, reducing energy consumption at nodes, optimizing networks' 

lifetime and throughput, and making power-efficient routing design possible. These 

goals motivate researchers to find a subgraph of the unit-disk graph. It should not 

only have nice features such as a linear number of edges, a low stretch factor, and 

bounded node degree, but also support attractive routing schemes such as localized 

routing with guaranteed performance. 

1.2 Sta tement of the Problem 

Not every connected subgraph of the unit-disk graph has as enough qualified features 

to be adopted in network design. In fact, measures have often been used to evaluate 

them. For example, one of these requires the shortest path connecting any two nodes 

in the subgraph is not longer than a constant time of the shortest path connecting 

them in the original unit-disk graph. Such a subgraph is called a spanner of UDG, 

and the constant is called the stretch factor describing one aspect of path quality of 
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According to their characteristics, the routing protocols used in wireless ad hoc 

networks may be categorized as table-driven protocols or demand-driven protocols. 

Unlike typical wire-based networks with fixed network topologies, wireless ad hoc 

networks have ever-dynamic network topologies due to nodes' mobility. This could 

cause wireless network topologies even more dynamic in that each wireless node can 

potentially adjust its transmission range to control its set of neighbors [18]. Route 

discovery in both of the two types of protocols is potentially expensive, thus reducing 

networks' response time. In addition, under the circumstances where wireless nodes 

move around freely and have limited power and memory, maintaining explicit routes 

at every node would be costly and potentially impossible. 

The sparse (or even planar) graph is chosen to make routing design easier, since 

route discovery in a sparse graph is easier than that in a dense graph. A planar graph 

is also a sparse graph since it has only a linear number of edges. It is also preferred 

the network topology be constructed by an efficient localized algorithm. This will 

lead to a significant reduction in the network overhead since messages for the purpose 

of network construction and maintenance never need to propagate throughout the 

network. Therefore, localized constructions of wireless networks are scalable. Here, 

a distributed algorithm constructing a graph G is called a localized algorithm if 

every node u can exactly determine all edges of G incident on u based only on the 

information from all nodes within a constant number of hops of u (plus a constant 

number of additional nodes' information if necessary.) 

However, recent practices have demonstrated it is far from easy to design a planar 

spanner of UDG that can be constructed in a localized manner. In this thesis, we 

define a novel network topology named localized square test graph (LSTG), which is 

a planar \/20-spanner of the unit-square graph (USG). We also present a localized 

algorithm to construct the LSTG with an overall expected running time of 0(ln2(n)). 
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1.3 Organization of Thesis 

Chapter 2 reviews the previously used geometric structures and formalizes the pre

ferred features of these structures. Chapter 3 describes the main theoretical treat

ments of this thesis, including proposing a new planar proximity graph—STG, mod

eling original wireless networks as another structure—USG. Chapter 4 presents a 

parallel algorithm using an overall expected running time of only ©(m2(n)) to con

struct a connected LSTG, a planar \/20-spanner of USG, as network topology (see 

pseudocode in Appendix). Chapter 5 shows the existence of the minimum transmis

sion range both theoretically and experimentally, and also demonstrates that LSTG , 

as network topology, has a better path quality than GG and RNG. Finally, Chapter 

6 summarizes the work and suggests future work. 



Chapter 2 

Background and State of the Art 

2.1 Introduction 

Mobile ad hoc networks are infrastructureless networks since they do not require the 

same infrastructures as base stations do for their operations. Each wireless node has a 

transmission range. Two wireless nodes can directly communicate if they are within 

each other's transmission range. Otherwise, they communicate through multihop 

wireless links by using intermediate nodes to relay messages. Thus each node in the 

wireless network acts as both a terminal of data packets and a router, forwarding data 

packets for other nodes. In recent years, topology control for wireless ad hoc networks 

has drawn considerable attention. An excellent survey was conducted by Rajaraman 

in [29]. Roughly speaking, topology control methods try to construct and maintain a 

structure that can be used for efficient routing. Li et al. made a good survey of these 

efficient routing protocols in [20]. Different structures with different properties have 

been proposed in the literature for a long time. Several geometrical structures were 

studied by both computational geometry scientists and network designers. Some of 

them will be reviewed in this chapter. 

2.2 Unit-disk Graph (UDG) 

In a wireless ad hoc network, we assume each node in the network has a unique 

identifier (ID), all nodes are location aware through GPS or other devices, and all 

nodes have the same maximum transmission range. By scaling, nodes' maximum 

transmission ranges are standardized to one unit, thus nodes' communication ranges 

are accordingly modeled as a set of unit-disks centered at every node (see Figure 

2.1(a)). In a manner of broadcast, each node notifies its position to nodes within 

its communication range, thus forming 1-hop wireless links. Consequently, all nodes 

together define a dynamic network structure. We observe this structure at any given 

6 
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(a) Definition of UDG (b) An example of UDG 

Figure 2.1: Definition and an example of the UDG. 

moment. Clearly, it can be modeled as a unit-disk graph (UDG), which is defined by 

the following. 

Definition 1. Given a set V of nodes distributed in a two-dimensional plane, a unit-

disk graph UDG{V) is a graph with node set V such that any two nodes of V have 

an edge in the UDG(V) if and only if their Euclidean distance is at most one (see 

Figure 2.1(b)). 

The UDG is often used to model mobile wireless ad hoc networks and other types 

of wireless networks such as cellular networks or sensor networks. A UDG is always 

assumed connected. 

Selecting the UDG as the final underlying network topology is not a good choice 

because an UDG is usually dense in edge and volatile in structure. A high density 

and frequent moving of nodes could make it more complex and more volatile. Route 

discovery in such a UDG alike network will use tremendous messages and energy. 

Since each wireless node carries limited batteries, power conservation is an important 

issue. A wireless node with a low battery can not last long. Nodes' power failure could 

in turn result in bad network performance in terms of routing efficiency and overall 
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maintenance overhead, and it could even disconnect the entire network. Particularly, 

each wireless node has only limited bandwidth to use. All these conflicts impose 

challenges upon designing an effective and efficient network routing protocol. To 

avoid these intrinsic deficiencies in UDG, a method to optimize power consumption 

at nodes and the lifetimes of networks is topology control. Topology control is a 

technique choosing and maintaining a suitable network structure that can be used for 

efficient routing, thus improving overall networking performance. It can be done by 

selecting a set of the available edges in UDG to form a " simplifying UDG" spanning 

the entire nodes. Recently, several proximity graphs have been used to simplify the 

UDG. Earlier topology control algorithms are often based on one or a combination of 

several of them. Next, some of these proximity graphs will be reviewed. 

2.3 Proximity Graphs 

Let V be the set of nodes in a two dimensional plane. Proximity graphs (also known 

as the neighborhood graphs) of V define neighbor relationships between (or among) 

nodes. Generally, any two nodes have an edge in a proximity graph if they are close 

in some sense. A more formal definition of proximity graphs is given in [10]. 

Edges of a proximity graph are usually defined by influence areas. Given any two 

nodes A and B of V, in some way they delimit an open (or closed) area of the two 

dimensional plane, called their influence area and denoted by IA(A,B) • Nodes A and B 

have an edge AB of this proximity (neighborhood) graph if and only if no nodes of V 

are contained in IA(A,B)- Specific methods used for the delimitation of influence areas 

make possible many kinds of proximity graphs. A survey conducted by Jaromczyk 

and Toussaint [10] discussed many of these in detail, such as relative neighborhood 

graph (RNG), Gabriel graph (GG), Yao graph. Different proximity graphs with the 

same node set V can be compared in terms of many measures such as edge density, 

average length of all-pairs shortest-paths, maximum and average (and deviation) of 

the all-pairs shortest-path length ratios of the proximity graph to the complete graph 

on V. 
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B A f 9 B 

(a) Influence Area of A and B in the case of (b) Influence Area of A and B in the case 
RNG of GG 

(c) Influence Area of A, B and C in the 
case of Del 

(d) Definition of the Yao graph 

Figure 2.2: Definitions of RNG, GG, Del and Yao graph. 

2.3.1 Relative Neighborhood Graph (RNG) and Gabriel Graph (GG) 

The relative neighborhood graph is a geometric concept proposed by Toussaint [31]. 

Derived from the definition of proximity graphs in section 2.3, we define the relative 

neighborhood graph using the following (see Figure 2.2(a)): 

Definition 2. Let A and B are two arbitrary nodes ofV, and D(A) and D(B) denote 

two open disks centered at A and B respectively with the same radius of their Euclidean 

distance AB . Nodes A and B have an edge AB of the relative neighborhood graph if 

and only if no nodes ofV are contained in the lune—the common part of D(A) and 

D(B). The relative neighborhood graph on V is denoted by RNG(V). 
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The Gabriel graph is another proximity graph proposed by Gabriel and Sokal 

[7], and was first introduced into the scope of wireless network topology control by 

Rodoplu and Meng [30]. They described a distributed protocol to construct a general 

version of the Gabriel graph. In the same way as RNG, the Gabriel graph is defined 

as follows (see Figure 2.2(b)): 

Definition 3. For any pair of nodes A and B of V, they have an edge AB of the 

Gabriel graph if and only if no nodes of V are contained in the open disk with a 

diameter of their Euclidean distance \AB\. The Gabriel graph on V is denoted by 

GG(V). 

2.3.2 Delaunay Triangulation (Del) 

The Delaunay triangulation, a famous proximity graph, was first proposed by Boris 

Delaunay in 1934. It has been widely studied in both mathematics and computa

tional geometry since then. Different from RNG and GG, the Delaunay triangula-

tion's method for the delimitation of influence areas involves three nodes instead of 

two. Supposing no four nodes of V are co-circular, then we define the Delaunay 

triangulation as follows (see Figure 2.2(c)): 

Definition 4. Let A, B and C are three arbitrary nodes of V, and AABC denotes 

the triangle formed by them. AABC is a Delaunay triangle of the Delaunay triangu

lation if and only if no nodes ofV are contained in the circumcircle of AABC. The 

Delaunay triangles on V is denoted by Del(V). 

2.3.3 Yao Graph 

The Yao graph is proposed by Andrew C. Yao in [33] to construct Minimum Spanning 

Tree (MST) of a set of points in high dimensions efficiently. According to Li et al. in 

[20], we formalize the definition of the Yao graph with an integer parameter k > 6 as 

follow (see Figure 2.2(d)). 

Definition 5. At each node A EV, any k equally separated rays originated at A define 

k equal cones. In each cone, choose the node B having shortest Euclidean distance to 

A, if there is any (or if there are many, choose arbitrarily or by the smallest ID), and 

add a directed edge AS. The resulting directed graph is called the Yao graph, denoted 
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by YGkiV). If we add the reverse directed edge from A to B, we obtain the Reverse 

Yao Graph, denoted by YGk(V). If we ignore the direction of edges, we obtain the 

Undirected Yao Graph, denoted by YGkiV)-

A structure named the O-graph [25] is similar in construction to the Yao graph. 

The 0-graph chooses the edge in each cone with the shortest projection on the axis 

of the cone instead of the shortest edge chosen by the Yao graph, where the axis of 

each cone is usually the angular bisector of the cone. Both the traditional Yao graph 

and the 0-graph are called the Yao structure when used in the topology control of 

wireless networks. 

Because the Yao structure is not necessarily a planar graph, it sometimes combines 

with other structures to increase its sparseness. For example, Li et al. proposed [22] 

to apply the Yao structure on top of the Gabriel graph structure, obtaining a resulting 

graph denoted by YGGk(V). They also applied the Gabriel graph structure on top of 

the Yao structure to obtain another resulting graph denoted by GYGk(V). These two 

structures are all connected and sparser than both the Yao structure and the Gabriel 

graph. In [32], Li et al. further applied the Yao structure on the Local Delaunay 

graph (LDel), obtaining a new planar structure that can be constructed by nodes 

locally. 

In summation, the following relationships among the above proximity graphs have 

been proven in [9, 22]. 

o RNG(V) C GG{V) C Del(V) 

o RNG(V) C YGk(V), where k > 6 

In addition, the minimum spanning tree on V, MST{V) C RNG{V). 

2.4 Use of Proximity Graphs to Simplify the Unit Disk Graph 

Topology control algorithms strive to remove nonessential links from the network in 

order to force nodes to use several essential hops instead. This approach uses a smaller 

amount of communication interfaces and energy. However, if too many edges or a 

wrong selection of edges is removed, the hops in the paths could become unacceptably 

long and the network may even disconnect. In case of these occurrences, the final 

network topology, a subgraph of the UDG resulting from using some proximity graph 
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to simplify UDG's edge set, is commonly expected to have some of the following 

desirable features. 

2.4.1 Sparseness, Planarizations and Spanner 

Routing is the foremost issue in the scope of wireless network studies. A sparse 

network topology (i.e. with linear edges 0{n)) enables numerous routing algorithms 

(e.g. routing based on the shortest path) to run more efficiently. It also makes the 

network maintenance and management easier for wireless nodes than those before the 

topology reduction. A planar graph is also a sparse graph because its edges range 

from n — 1 to 2n — 1. Some location-based routing algorithms require the underlying 

network topologies to be planar geometric graphs, e.g. compass routing and random 

compass routing (RCR) in [15], greedy face routing in [3], greedy perimeter stateless 

routing in [11] and the right-hand rule etc. Therefore, a planar subgraph of UDG is 

desirable. 

Location-based routing algorithms route data packets by using the location in

formation of wireless nodes. They include greedy routing and face routing. Greedy 

routing routes data efficiently by using short hop paths, but cannot guarantee mes

sages' delivery. Another eminent face routing algorithm proposed by Kranakis et al. 

in [15] was originally called compass routing. Face routing routes data along the 

graph's faces. Some improvements to the face routing algorithm have been proposed. 

For example, the adaptive face routing algorithm [16] requires face routing strictly 

within a size-adaptive ellipse to achieve asymptotically optimal paths. The face rout

ing is usually combined with greedy routing to achieve transmission efficiency and 

guaranteed message delivery, e.g. greedy face routing in [3], greedy other adaptive 

face routing [17] etc. The existing face routing algorithms mainly apply to three types 

of planar network structures using the UDG network model, which are the Gabriel 

graph, the relative neighborhood graph, and the Delaunay triangulation. However 

there is a drawback of the face routing while applied to GG or RNG: although mes

sage delivery is theoretically guaranteed, the route discovered may be many times 

longer than the shortest path in the UDG network model. We also notice that both 

face routing (or compass routing) and greedy routing, while applied to the Delaunay 
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triangulation, guarantee the message delivery [15, 3] because the Delaunay triangu-

lation, different from RNG and GG, is a spanner of UDG. Here, the definition of 

spanner is formalized as follows. 

Definition 6. A subgraph G'(V) a t-spanner of a graph G(V) if and only if for any 

two arbitrary nodes A and B in V, the Euclidean length of the shortest path between 

A and B in G'(V) is not longer than t times of that in G(V). The constant t is called 

the length stretch factor (or stretch factor) ofG'(V) to G(V). 

The length stretch factor is a measure partially presenting the path quality of the 

spanner relative to its supergraph, because it indicates the worst ratio of the shortest-

path lengths in subgraph G'(V) to those in G(V). Clearly, a planar spanner of UDG 

is more desirable. 

In this thesis, we propose a novel proximity graph named Square Test Graph 

(STG). A STG is a -\/20-spanner of the complete Euclidean graph. 

2.4.2 Efficient Localized Construction and Bounded Degree 

The ideal wireless ad hoc network is an infrastureless system. Due to nodes' mobility, 

it is almost impossible for each wireless node to know in time the exact positions of 

other nodes excepting those within its transmission range. It is also time consuming 

for nodes to know even those within constant hops away, not to mention the energy 

consumed for the entire network. Therefore, we prefer an underlying network topology 

constructed by nodes in a localized manner, i.e. all wireless nodes determine their 

incident links in the final network structure based only on the information from their 

local area. Network topologies constructed in this manner are realistically significant 

because messages, for the purpose of network construction and maintenance, never 

need to propagate more than a constant number of hops away from their originator 

nodes. This will lead to a significant reduction in network overhead. Bose, Morin, 

Stojmenovic and Urrutia first defined what is a localized algorithm in [3]. In this 

thesis, we apply STG on the top of the unit-square graph instead of unit-disk graph 

to obtain a structure, Localized Square Test Graph (LSTG), which can be easily 

constructed by nodes through acquiring the positions of their 1-hop neighbors. 

As well, a small degree for each wireless node will reduce the MAC-level (Media 
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Access Control) contention and interference, and also may help mitigate the well-

known hidden and exposed terminal problems. However, in this thesis, the issue of 

bounded node degree for LSTG is still open. 

2.4.3 Key Areas of Related Work 

Following is a summary of the previous work done in topology control of wireless ad 

hoc networks. Among numerous proximity graphs applied to simplifying the UDG, 

the Gabriel graph and the relative neighborhood graph are the two pervasively used 

representatives due to easy construction in a localized manner. Unfortunately, it is 

known [1, 6] that the spanning ratios of GG and RNG are not bounded by any positive 

constant. For example, as posited in [1], for a set of n wireless nodes uniformly and 

randomly distributing in a square, the spanning ratio of the Gabriel graph on them 

is at least Q(Jlogn/loglogn). Under this circumstance, no matter what efficient 

routing algorithms are deployed on the two topologies, the spanning ratio achieved is 

almost sure to be Q(J\og n/ log log n). Note that the practical spanning ratio achieved 

by a specific routing schema should be larger than the theoretical one. Nonetheless, 

a structure with a small spanning ratio is necessary since it provides the potentiality 

to some routing schemas of performing well—[24]. 

The Delaunay triangulation has been shown [4, 5, 12, 13] a planar i-spanner of the 

complete Euclidean graph. However, it is almost impossible to construct and maintain 

a Delaunay triangulation in wireless communication environment because many edges 

belonging to the Delaunay triangulation may not belong to the UDG network model 

or massive communications are required. Previously, some approaches are proposed 

to approximate the Delaunay triangulation locally. On the top of a UDG network 

model, Li et al. [19] and Gao et al. [8] extended the definition of the Delaunay 

triangulation to a new structure—unit Delaunay triangulation: given a set of nodes 

V, the unit Delaunay triangulation, denoted by UDel(V), is the graph obtained by 

removing all edges of the Delaunay triangulation Del(V) longer than one unit. They 

proved [19, 8] that UDel(V) is a t-spanner of UDG{V). In [8], Gao et al. proposed a 

structure—restricted Delaunay graph (RDG)—and showed it has good spanning ratio 

properties. They also provided a distributed algorithm to describe how to maintain 

a RDG locally so that, at the end of the algorithm, the topology finally obtained is 
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a planar supergraph of UDel(V). According to their algorithm, each node A need 

only acquire the position of its 1-hop neighbors TVi (A) and compute the Delaunay 

triangulation Del(Ni(A)) on Ni(A), including A itself. However, the communication 

cost could be as large as G(n2), and the computation cost could be as large as G(n3). 

Previously, a network structure similar to the RDG was used by Bose et al. [3] and 

Karp et al. [11], called a localized Delaunay graph LDel(l)(V), in which each node 

A only acquires the position of its 1-hop neighbors Ni(A). Even though the spanning 

ratios of the structures derived from Delaunay triangulation could be bounded by 

a constant, communication and computation costs of constructing and maintaining 

such structures are usually unacceptable high. 

Some researchers [22] tried to use Yao graph (also called ©-graph) in the topology 

control of wireless ad hoc networks, so derived topologies could have both bounded 

node degrees and bounded spanning ratios to the UDG [13]. However, the Yao graph 

[22] is not necessarily planar. 

Recently, combining two structures, i.e. the minimum spanning tree (MST) and 

the localized Delaunay graph, Bose et al. [2] firstly proposed a centralized 0(n log n)-

time algorithm to compute a planar spanner with bounded node degree. Then, Li and 

Wang improved the value of the "bounded node degree" by giving another centralized 

method in [23]. Then, combining the localized Delaunay graph with the Yao structure 

(or 0-graph), Li and Wang [32] were the first to propose a centralized algorithm that 

can construct a planar ^-spanner of UDG with a bounded node degree in a localized 

manner. 

In this thesis, we provide a new heuristic to the topology control of wireless ad 

hoc networks. We use a unit-square graph (USG) to model wireless ad hoc networks. 

In contrast with the UDG network model previously used, the USG network model 

enables the square test graph (STG) to simplify itself into a localized square test 

graph (LSTG), i.e. STGnUSG. This LSTG is a planner ^ - s p a n n e r of the USG 

network model, in which message delivery is therefore guaranteed whereas that is 

not guaranteed in GG or RNG. In contrast with Delaunay triangulation (Del), this 

LSTG can be efficiently constructed in a localized manner. Furthermore, the localized 

algorithm presented in thesis, for LSTG's construction, uses only limited computa

tion and communication: the overall computation cost is as good as 0(ln2(n)); the 
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total communication cost is ©(nlogn) bits, assuming every node's identifier can be 

represented by log n bits. This communication cost is the optimum to construct any 

structure in a distributed manner, because each of n nodes has to send at least one 

message to its neighbors to notify its existence in any protocol and this implies the 

communication cost is at least O(nlogn) bits for any protocol [21]. 

2.4.4 Del and GG in the Lx Metric Plane 

The stretch factor for the Delaunay triangulation under the Euclidean metric was 

studied by [5, 12, 13]. In an effort to improve this stretch factor different metrics 

were introduced by Chew [4], including the Li metric as well as metrics first used by 

Minkowski in 1911. 

The Delaunay triangulation is usually defined or constructed by two means: 1) as 

the dual is the "Voronoi diagram"; 2) a "triangle" exists if their circumscribed "circle" 

has no other nodes in its interior. It is commonly believed that these two equivalent 

features hold for Delaunay triangulations under various metrics. For example, for the 

Euclidean metric, we get the Euclidean Delaunay triangulation; for the Li metric, 

we obtain a triangle when the Li-circle (a square tipped at 45°) contain no other 

nodes. In [4], Chew first used the Li Voronoi diagram to construct the La Delaunay 

triangulation, and then used Li-circles to bound the stretch factor of this Li-Delaunay. 

But, it was not proven that the Li-Delaunay is straight-line planar graph. According 

to Chew, the Li Voronoi diagram divides the plane into regions whose boundaries are 

almost all polylines. Therefore, it is also reasonable that the Li-Delaunay is defined 

as a "planar" graph in terms of its edges that are all polylines or curves instead of 

straight lines. In fact, the Li plane uses a definition of "planarization" different from 

the Euclidean plane. For example, two pair of nodes, {VQ, V{) and (t>2, v3), have their 

relative positions in the Li metric plane, as shown in the left part of Figure 2.3(a) or 

Figure 2.3(b). They could be two edges of a straight-line planar graph (see Figure 

2.3(a)). However, if their relative positions are measured by the Li metric and are 

then restored to the Euclidean plane for people to consider, the two straight lines 

connecting them respectively are viewed as two intersecting edges. Consequently, 

they cannot appear in any "planar" graph simultaneously. Figure 2.3(b) illustrates 

an opposite example, in which ~vtfUi and V2V3 cannot simultaneously appear in any 
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•V2 pi n,- v2 

v0 
VQ 

VI ^3 

(a) Restore the relative positions of (VQ, I>I) and (b) Restore the relative positions of (VQ, V\) 
(«2, vz) to the Euclidean plane. and («2, V3) to the Euclidean plane. 

Figure 2.3: The Lx plane and the Euclidean plane define the "planar" graph in 
different ways. 

straight-line planar graph, but they could be two edges of some "planar" graph. 

The Delaunay triangulation is a global O(nlogn) algorithm; for this reason the 

Gabriel graph (GG) has been defined: an edge exists if and only if the circle with 

the diameter connecting these two points contains no other point. In this thesis, we 

define the STG or "Gabriel graph for the Lx metric" (by adding one edge at a time). 

Now GG is a proper subset of Del. The resulting graph should have fewer edges than 

the Lx-Delaunay the same way that the Euclidean-GG has less than the Euclidean-

Delaunay. In this thesis we prove that the resulting graph is a pure straight line planar 

graph. As well, it thus provides a localized method to construct the Li-Delaunay that 

was previously unknown. 

2.5 Summary 

This chapter reviews the model of wireless mobile ad hoc networks, and some prox

imity graphs as well. We also discuss some desirable features for a proximity graph if 

it is considered as the underlying network topology. As summarized in section 2.4.3, 

many important issues need better solutions even though great achievement has been 

made by researcher's constant endeavors. In Chapter 3, we propose a new proximity 

graph. It has almost all the features as listed in section 2.4 except for the "bounded 

node degree." 



Chapter 3 

Theoretical Treatment 

3.1 Introduction 

The studies of proximity graphs first arose from computational geometry and then 

spread to the field of the wireless network. According to Jaromczyk and Toussaint 

[10], proximity graphs are graphs in which nodes close to each other by "some def

inition of closeness" are connected. Therefore, in terms of computational geometry, 

proximity graphs initially are graphs proximate to complete Euclidean graphs. The 

reason they drew the researchers' attention in the wireless ad hoc network domain is 

that "some definition of closeness" can also define a graph proximate to the unit-disk 

graph. 

In this Chapter, we track the footprints that proximity graphs left from the com

putational geometry to the wireless ad hoc network domain. However, before we 

invent a proximity graph purely in the computational geometry domain, we need to 

know what enables proximity graphs to traverse the gap between the computational 

geometry and the topology control of wireless mobile ad hoc networks, or what en

ables the proximity graph to simplify the edge sets of both complete Euclidean graphs 

and unit-disk graphs. 

3.2 Short-edge Replacement Rule in the Reduction of UDG 

We observe the procedure of simplifying a complete Euclidean graph into two repre

sentative planar proximity graphs, GG and RNG. Some edges appear "nonessential" 

and hence are removed because they can be replaced by those more "essential." Con

sequently, the proximity graph, GG and RNG, consist of the most essential edges 

that are finally reserved. We call this rule "Short-edge Replacement Rule" because 

the replacing (or more essential) edges are always shorter than the edges replaced (or 

nonessential edges). For example, we consider a Gabriel graph (see Figure 3.1(a)). 

18 
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(a) Gabriel Graph (GG) (b) Relative Neighborhood Graph (RNG) 

Figure 3.1: The short-edge replacement rule fits in GG and RNG. 

The reason for AB <£ GG is that AC e GG, CB e GG and AC and BC can replace 

the edge AB to bridge nodes A and B. Similar cases happen to a relative neigh

borhood graph. For example (see Figure 3.1(b)), AB ^ RNG because AC £ RNG, 

CB € RNG and the edge AC and the edge BC replace the edge AB. Trivially, in 

the above two examples, AC and CB are shorter, and thus more essential, than AB. 

If somehow we have a planar subgraph of the complete Euclidean graph satisfying 

the short-edge replacement rule, then this subgraph can also be used to simplify the 

UDG, because the entire edge replacements happen exclusively among the edges of 

UDG. In other words, if a long edge of UDG is removed, then both this long edge 

and the shorter edges causing the removal of this long edge are edges of UDG because 

all of them are not longer than one unit. This fact guarantees the connectivity of 

that subgraph under the assumption that a UDG is always connected. We observe 

another proximity graph, Delaunay triangulation (Del). Similar to GG and RNG, 

the Del with respect to the complete Euclidean graph also follows the short-edge 

replacement rule, except for the more complex edge replacements. 

Suppose we invent a method identifying a proximity graph proximate to the com

plete Euclidean graph. According to the above observation, when we use this prox

imity graph to simplify a UDG, the resulting UDG's subgraph must be connected if 

this proximity graph obeys the short-edge replacement rule. 
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Y 

x 
(a) Definition of STG (b) An example of STG 

Figure 3.2: Definition and an example of STG. 

3.3 A New Proximity Graph—the Square Test Graph 

This section presents a new proximity graph, a planar v 20-spanner of the complete 

Euclidean graph. 

Given a set V of nodes in the Euclidean plane with the established X-Axis and 

Y-Axis such that the line segment linking any two nodes of V is parallel to neither 

the X-Axis nor the Y-Axis. We define the Square Test Graph STG(V, E) as follows: 

Definition 7. For two arbitrary nodes A and B of V, AB is an edge of E if and 

only if there exists at least one closed square such that (1) its boundaries are parallel 

to either X-Axis or Y-Axis and simultaneously pass through A and B, and (2) it 

contains no nodes of V (see Figure 3.2). Such a closed square is called an "empty 

square". 

Note: The boundaries of those squares and rectangles discussed in this thesis are 

parallel to either X-Axis or Y-Axis at any time (see Figure 3.2 and Figure 3.3). 

For two arbitrary nodes A and B of V, suppose the lengths of line segment 

projections to X-Axis and to Y-Axis are \AB\ and \AB 

AB 

respectively (see Figure 
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A 

Figure 3.3: Nodes A and B, and R(AB), AB AB 
x' 

AB 

3.3(a)). Then we denote by R(AB) the closed area covered by the rectangle (or 

square), which passes through A and B and has two sides of length 

(see Figure 3.3(b)). Then we have: 

AB 
x 

and two 

sides of length AB 
Y 

Lemma 1. If AB G E, then no nodes ofV are contained in R(AB). Or, if any one 

node ofV is contained in R{AB), then AB £ E. 

Proof. All of the closed squares passing through A and B contain R(AB). If R(AB) 

contains some nodes of V, then those closed squares must contain these nodes too. 

Consequently, we cannot find any one "empty square" passing through A and B. By 

the Definition 7 of STG{V, E), AB £ E. 

AB 
x' 

AB 

Lemma 2. The edge AB G E if and only if there exists at least an "empty square" 

) that passes through A and B, where max( 

and 

with side length max( 
y 

AB 

AB represents the larger of AB AB 
x' 

r. Such a square has the smallest side 

length among all of the squares passing through A and B, so it is called the "minimum 

empty square" corresponding to AB G E. 

Proof. [Sufficiency] . If there exists an "empty square" passing through A and 

B and has a side length max( AB 
x' 

AB ,), by the Definition 7 of STG(V, E), then 

ABeE. 
[Necessity] . If AB G E, then according to the Definition 7 of STG(V, E), there 

exists at least one "empty square" passing through A and B. We assume its side 
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B 

extend 
lrt(AB) extcuiJl 

A 

Figure 3.4: AB G E implies R(AB) can transform into an "empty square" passing 
through A and B with side length d. 

length d. According to Lemma 1, R(AB) is an "empty rectangle" and it is contained 

in the "empty square" using d as its side length. Hence, d > max 

min( AB 
x' 

AB J , where min( AB 
x' 

AB 

AB 

J represents the smaller of 
x1 AB > 

AB 
x 

and 

AB r. Considering the edge AB (or the line segment between A and B) is a diagonal 

J , equidirection-AB x' AB of R(AB), if the two shorter sides of R(AB), i.e. min( 

ally and equidistantly extend along X-Axis or Y-Axis until arriving at the length 

J, then the transformed R'(AB) has actually become a square with 

J and still passes A and B (see Figure 3.4). Since 
max AB x' AB 

Y' 

a side length max( 

d > max( 

AB x' AB 

AB 
x' 

AB 
Y 

), we can keep R'(AB) inside of the initial "empty square" con

stantly during its transformation. Finally, the transformed R'(AB) is also an "empty 

square" passing through A and B and having a side length max(|AB|v , |AB|v). • 
x' Y' 

Theorem 1. STG(V, E) is a Euclidean planar graph. 

Proof. Assume, for the purpose of contradiction, that STG(V, E) is not a planar 

graph, then at least two edges in E, say AB and CD, intersect at a point in the plane, 

say X, where no nodes of V are located. X is obviously a point in R(AB) because X 

is on AB. For the same reason, X is also a point in R(CD). Thus, the rectangular 

regions R{AB) and R(CD) must have a common part, at least commonly containing 

the point X. In view of symmetry, there are only three possible cases for the common 

part of R(AB) and R(CD). In the following section they are discussed one by one. 
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unable to extend due to node A 

C 

A 
-o— 

R{AB) 

R(CD) 

AD 

B : 
T 

unable to extend due to node B 
(a) Case 2 (b) Case 3 

Figure 3.5: STG(V, E) is a planar graph. 

CASE 1. Two or more corner points of rectangle R{CD) are contained in 

rectangle R(AB). 

Thus, either C or D must be contained in R(AB) because C, D are two corner 

points and CD is a diagonal of R(CD). By Lemma 1, AB ^ E that contradicts our 

assumption AB e E. 

CASE 2. One corner poin t , say M, of the rectangle R(CD) i s contained 

in rectangle R(AB). 

According to Lemma 1, our assumption AB G E means neither C nor D locates 

at the corner point M or M's diagonal point because CD is a diagonal of R(CD). 

Consequently, C and D must locate at the rest two corner points of R(CD) adjacent 

to M. Due to symmetry, when a corner point M of R(CD) is contained in R(AB), a 

corner point of R(AB), say N, is also contained in R(CD). Similar to the positions 

nodes C and D are at, nodes A and B occupy two corner points of R(AB) adjacent 

to N (see Figure 3.5(a)). 

Suppose the straight line passing through A and B divides the whole plane into 

two half-planes. According to our assumption that AB intersects CD at the point X, 

node C must lie in a half-plane different with node D. Based on following reasons: o 
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M is a point in R(AB), whereas both C and D are not in R(AB), o MC and MD 

consist of a horizontal line-segment and a vertical one, R(CD) thus must contain a 

node either A or B. By Lemma 1, CD £ E, contradicting our assumption CD G E. 

CASE 3. None of the 4 corner points of R(CD) i s contained in R(AB). 

It has been proved that R(CD) and R(AB) share a common part, therefore they 

must form a cross shape. Next, we consider the closed rectangle passing through nodes 

A, B, C and D. It has two sides of length max( AB v, CD v), and two sides of length 

max( 
x' X' 

AB 

AB 
y ' 

CD 

CD 

(see Figure 3.5(b)). W.l.o.g., we assume max( AB 
A"' 

CD 
x 

)> 

Y 
). Then, all the closed squares passing through the two nodes max( 

(assuming C and D) that lie on the two vertical sides of that closed rectangle must 

contain at least one node (A, B or both) lying on a horizontal side of that closed 

rectangle (see Figure 3.5(b)). According to the Definition 7 of STG(V,E), CD (£ E 

that contradicts our assumption CD 6 E. 

To sum up, two arbitrary edges of E can only intersect at some node of V. There

fore, graph STG(V, E) is a Euclidean planar graph. • 

Theorem 2. STG(V,E) is a connected graph and a V^O-spanner of K(V), where 

K(V) is a complete Euclidean graph on V. 

Proof. For any two nodes of V, say A and B, we need to prove: (1) the existence of 

at least one path between A and B, and (2) at least one of these paths is not longer 

than "v/20 times the straight-line distance between A and B (\AB ). If AB e E, the 

edge AB trivially satisfies conditions (1) and (2). So, we only discuss those paths 

between A and B when AB £ E hereafter. 

Following Case 1, we prove the existence of two paths between A and B whose 

, when no nodes of V lie in R(AB). Later lengths are no longer than VI0 times AB 

in Case 2, we show even if some nodes (or a node) of V lie in R(AB), the condition 

(1) and the condition (2) still hold for that pair of nodes, A and B. 

CASE 1. Assume R(AB) i s an "empty rec tang le" , then the paths between 

A and B are denoted by p(AB). 
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D * D 

C if 

Figure 3.6: That AB (£ E implies CD < AB r, by Lemma 2. 

AB 

According to Lemma 2, our assumptions R(AB) is empty and AB £ E imply 

, then max( 

AB 

^ AB r. W.l.o.g., we assume AB > AB 
X' 

AB 
x' 

AB J = 

Consider two nodes, C and D, such that o they locate outside of two perpendicular 

sides of R(AB) respectively, o each of them is the node closest to the corresponding 

vertical side of R(AB) at the respective side, o their projections to the Y-Axis are 

all between those of As and B's. According to Lemma 2, AB £ E implies CD < 

(see Figure 3.6). AB 

Let SA.DB(\AB\ ) denote the closed square passing through nodes A, D and B, 

and with side length AB (see Figure 3.7(a)). Thus, SUc^ AB ) similarly denotes 

AB 

AB 

the closed square passing through nodes A, C and B, and with side length 

(see Figure 3.7(d)). Let rB(AB) denote the partial boundaries of SADB( 

counterclockwise from A to B (see Figure 3.7(b)), then IB(AB) symmetrically denotes 

the partial boundaries of SACB( AB ) clockwise from A to B (see Figure 3.7(e)). 

, thus the part of SADB{ It has been proven that 

R(AB) must exist and is 

represents a closed rectangle if 

CD < 
x 

AB 
Y' 

AB ) right 

to R(AB) must exist and is denoted by rR(AB) (see Figure 3.7(c)). Here, rR(AB) 

CD < AB , yet rR(AB) represents a line segment 

if \CD\ = \AB\ . In a similar way, we let IR(AB) denote the part of S^CBC AB ) 
x Y Y 

left to R(AB) (see Figure 3.7(f)). 

Next, the divide-and-conquer method is used to prove the existence of twop(AB)s, 

whose intermediate nodes lie in (or on) IR(AB) and rR(AB) respectively, and their 

lengths ( p(AB) ) are shorter than their corresponding UB(AB) or r\B(AB) . W.l.o.g., 
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B h -

vB{AB) 
D o 

Ah-
(a) SADB{\AB\ ) (b) rB(AB) 

A C • C 

IB(4B) 

(d) SACB(\AB\ ) 

* |A 

(e) IB(AB) 

(c) rR(AB) 

o C 

(f) IR(AB) 

Figure 3.7: Definitions of SADB, rR(AB), rB{AB), SACB, IR(AB), IB(AB). 

(4 
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a) 
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(2) 

,• 
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(3) 

\ 
\ 

(4) \ 

D « 
C ^ > 

( 1 ) / 

\ 

(2)' 

' / 

(3) 

\ \ 

(a) rR(AB) is divided into 4 regions (b) rR(AB) is divided into 3 regions 

Figure 3.8: Two diagonals of SADB\ 

regions 
AB 

Y 
) divide the rR(AB) into four or three 
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we only consider the path p(AB) in rR(AB), thus we only need to prove the Inequa

tion (3.1). If (it should be) so, we Let (3 be the angle formed by AB and X-Axis, then 

< vTolABl (and \lB{AB)\ < VIO we have rB(AB) < (3sin/?-cos/?) x 

Finally, the inequation p(AB) < VTO 

AB 

AB 

AB ) • 

always holds for Case 1. 

p{AB)\ < \rB(AB) (3.1) 

Suppose two diagonals of SADB{ AB 
Y> 

divide the rR(AB) into four (possible 

three) regions as shown in Figure 3.8, or they turn rR(AB) into the only region 3 if 

rR(AB) is a line segment. Considering the symmetry between region 1 and region 

2, the path p(AB) is discussed in Subcases 1.1, 1.2 and 1.3 based on the region 

where node C may appear. For all of these subcases, we will show that Inequation 

(3.1) always holds as follows. 

Subcase 1.1. Node C appears in region 3 of rR(AB) (see Figure 3 . 9 ( a ) ) . 

We compare the projection (to Y-Axis) of the line segment AC with the projection 

If we < ca < AB (to X-Axis) of the line segment CD, then obviously CC\ 

extend upward two shorter sides of R{C\C^) until they are as long as CC3, then the 

) is a part of the closed rectangle passing through new generated square SCAD( CC, 

nodes A, B, C and D. This closed rectangle contains only four nodes that all lie at its 

boundary, therefore SCAD{ CC3 ) can only contain nodes at its boundary accordingly. 

The following two facts guarantee an "empty square" passing through A and C can be 

found in SCAD( CC3 

A and C lie on two sides of SCAD{ 
ca ),o : o neither A nor C locates at a corner point of SCAD{ 

) that are adjacent to each other. According to 

implies 

CC, 

the Definition 7 of STG(V,E), AC E E. Similarly, CCo < CC, < AB 

CB E E. Putting together the edges AC and CB makes the path p(AB). 

Now, we compare the summed projections (to X-Axis) of the edges consisting 

of the path p(AB), i.e. AC and CB, with the summed projections (to X-Axis) of 

all horizontal line segments of rB(AB). Simultaneously, the summed projections (to 

Y-Axis) of the edges consisting of the path p(AB) are compared with the summed 

projections (to Y-Axis) of the vertical line segment of rB(AB). The Inequation (3.1) 

trivially holds. 

Subcase 1.2. Node C appears in region 1 or region 2 (see Figure 3.9(b)) 

of rR(AB). 
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c3 

D • 

B C; 

\ 

\ 

\ 

i 

A C 

(3) 

C3 

(3)! 

B C2 

1 ^ -
NJ (1) 

D k 

(a) C appears in region 3 (b) C appears in region 1 

Figure 3.9: Edges on the path p(AB) when C appears in region 3 or region 1 

Due to symmetry, the appearances of node C in region 1 or in region 2 are the 

same case. W.l.o.g., suppose C appears in region 1. For the same reason as discussed 

in Subcase 1.1, |CC^| < |CC^| < \AB\ implies ~CB £ E (see Figure 3.9(b)). 

It is noted R(AC) is an closed empty rectangle just like R(AB) is, thus our prob

lem changes from determining the path p(AB) into determining its subpath p(AC). 

We also notice that, for any pair of nodes lying on p(AB), every time their corre

sponding "C" appears in region 1 or region 2, the undetermined path between them 

will decompose into a determined edge (e.g. CB) and a undetermined subpath (e.g. 

p{AC)). Therefore, determining the path p(AB) can reasonably be treated as a "loop 

process" (see Figure 3.10). 

[At the Oth step of the loop process , see Figure 3 .10 (a ) ] . 

We consider the path p(AB), and denote nodes A, B, C and D as A0, B0, C0 and 

D0. 

[At the 1st s tep of the loop process , see Figure 3 .10(b) ] . 
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Bn(B) 

Co 

(B) 

(4) 

Dn* 

(1) 

(3) 

(2) 

Bi 

(B) 
° ^ B 2 

(1) (IX 

D,6 

( 4 ) , (3) 

' (2) • 

(3) 

D2 • 

Ao(A) Ai(A) 

(a) (b) (c) 

Figure 3.10: C always appears in the region 1 or 2. 

We consider the subpath p(AC), and denote nodes A0 and C0 as A± and B\. 

Choose a node, which is the closest to the left vertical side of R{A\B\) among those in 

IR(AiBi), and denote it as D\. Another node, which is the closest to the right vertical 

side of R{A\Bi) among those in rR(AiB1), is chosen and denoted as C\. Thereafter, 

if we keep choosing Cm within rR{AmBm) and add it to p(AB) as a intermediate 

node, our problem will change from determining a path between AQ and J50, into 

determining a subpath between Ai and Bi, then into determining a subpath between 

A-2 and B2 (see Figure 3.10(c)), and finally into determining a subpath between An 

and Bn, where n > m > 0, unless the following events occur: 

( I . I ) . Cm appears outside of rR(AmBm), which implies CmDm > AmBm , 
.A 1 

(I. II) . Cm appears in region 3 of rR(AmBm) or 

(I. Ill). Cm appears in region 4 of rR(AmBm). 

Subsubcase 1.2.1. Suppose events (I.I), (I. II) and (I.Ill) don't happen 

until the number in the loop process arrives at its possible maximum n\, 

where we cannot find any node of V that appears in rR(AniBni) and n\ is 

trivially no larger than the number of nodes in rR(AB). Put another way, 

Cm always appears in region 1 or region 2 of rR(AmBm) if m < n\ — 1 

(see Figure 3.11(a)). 

At the nith step of the loop process, we obviously have ^ n i LJn\ 

A R 
-ri-n\ ±Jn\ 

X 
> AB > 

r, and this implies AniBni e E (by Lemma 2). Therefore, a path between A 

and B including the edge AniBni is determined. What we actually have is the event 
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( I . I ) happening between Ani and Bni. This is because we show (in Subsubcase 

1.2.2) that the Inequation (3.1) holds when event ( I . I ) happens at the nth step of 

the loop process (n < ni) and this Subsubcase 1.2.1 is totally covered by the latter 

analysis. We will not do the same proof here. 

Subsubcase 1.2.2. During the loop process to determine p(AB), suppose an 

event ( I . I ) happens between An and Bn at the nth (n < ni) s t ep , before 

the loop number a r r ives at i t s possible maximum ri\. In other words, Cn 

appears outside of rR(AnBn), then the loop number a r r ives at i t s actual 

maximum n (see Figure 3 .11(b)) . 

At the nth step of the loop process, similar to Subsubcase 1.2.1 we AnBn G E. 

Therefore, a path between A and B including the edge AnBn is determined here. 

According to the method and order we choose "C" and "D" at each step, node 

Dn must be located left to Z)n-i, where 1 < n < n\. In addition, the sides 

of square SAnDnBn{\AnBn\Y) are shorter than those of 3,An_1z)n_1Bn_i(|A»-i-Bn-i|y)-

Thus, rB(AnBn) is enclosed in a shape formed by r5(J4n_15„_1) and "line segment" 

A n _i5 n _ 1 (refer to Figure 3.10(a), Figure 3.10(b) and Figure 3.10(c)). Now, we com

pare the summed projections (to X-Axis) of the edges consisting of the path p(AB) 

with the summed projections (to X-Axis) of rB(AB). Simultaneously, we compare 

the summed projections (to Y-Axis) of the edges that consist of the path p(AB) 

with the summed projections (to Y-Axis) of rB(AB). The Inequation (3.1) trivially 

holds. 

Subsubcase 1.2.3. During the loop process to determine p(AB), suppose an 

event ( I . I I ) happens between An and Bn a t the nth (n < ni) s tep of the 

loop process—Cn appears in region 3 of rR(AnBn) (see Figure 3 .11(c ) ) . 

According to our analysis in Subcase 1.1, AnCn G E and CnBn G E. Thus, a 

path p(AB) between A and B including AnCn and CnBn is determined. 

Note rB(AnBn) is also enclosed by a shape formed by rB(An_iBn^x) and "line 

segment" An^\Bn_\ in this case. Therefore, we still use the "projection method" (to 

X-Axis and to Y-Axis respectively), then the Inequation (3.1) still holds. 



(a) Event ( I . I ) happens between Ani and Bni at 
the ni th step of the loop process =$• AniBni € E =*> 
a path between A and B including edge AniBni is 
determined 

(b) Event ( I . I ) happens between An 

and Bn at the nth step of the loop pro
cess => AnBn € E =>• a path between 
A and .B including edge AnBn is de
termined 

(c) Event ( I . I I ) happens between An 

and Bn at the nth step of the loop pro
cess =>• AnCn € -E, C„B n € .E => a 
path between A and B including edge 
AnCn and edge CnBn is determined 

Figure 3.11: C always appears in the region 1 or 2 until event ( I . I ) or event ( I . I I ) 
happens at some step of the loop process. 
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Subsubcase 1.2.4. During the loop process that determines p(AB), suppose 

an event (I . I l l ) happens between An and Bn at the nth (n < n{) step of 

the loop process—Cn appears in region 4 of rR(AnBn) (see Figure 3.11(b)) 

For this Subsubcase 1.2.4, the proof that path p(AnBn) exists and Inequation 

(3.1) holds is covered by the following Subcase 1.3. 

Subcase 1.3. Region 4 of rR(AB) ex i s t s and node C appears in region 4 

of rR(AB) (see Figure 3.12). 

AB = h and 
Y 

DB — w, 
X ' 

In order to determine the path p(AB), we first let 

and then introduce a "thickness factor" u for nodes A and B, where u = w/h (see 

Figure 3.12(a)). Rectangles R(AC) and R(CB) are "empty" just like R(AB) is. 

Therefore the path the path p(AB) to be determined accordingly decomposes into 

its two undetermined subpaths, i.e. p(AC) and p{CB). To determine p(AC) in a 

similar way, we also let \AC\ = h! and \D'C\ = w', then the thickness factor of 
x 

nodes A and C is accordingly u' = w'/h' (see Figure 3.12(b)). Even if the node D', a 

node closest to the right side of R(AC) among those in IR(AC), could be exactly the 

node D or another node in IR(AC). It always holds u' = | j > ^ w/h 
-w 1—w/h 1—u 

no matter which condition node D' is in. For the same reason, the thickness factor 

u" for nodes C and B also satisfies u" > -^ (see Figure 3.12(c)). If ui stands for 

either u' or u", and UQ stands for u, then Formula (3.2) always holds even if v! is not 

necessarily equal to u". 

«i > T ^ - (3.2) 
1 - « o 

We notice, for a pair of nodes lying on p(AB), every time their corresponding 

"C" appears in region 4, the undetermined path between them will decompose into 

its two undetermined subpaths, and an isolated node "C". In this Subcase 1.3, 

such an isolated node "C" is defined as a "inflexed node" (see Figure 3.13), and for 

convenience two end nodes A and B are also defined as inflexed nodes. Using this 

assumption, determining the path p{AB) can reasonably be treated as a "recursive 

process", and this "recursive process" will form a corresponding "recursion tree". We 

introduce some notations in Subcase 1.3 to handle this "recursive process" that are 

different from those used in the "loop process" in Subcase 1.2. In the following part, 

we first use the divide-and-conquer method and follow a "top-down" order to prove 
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(b) The "thickness factor", u', for A and C (c) The "thickness factor", u", for C and B 

such that w' = ^ > 13^ such that u" = JJT > w/h 
h—w 1—w/h 1—u 

Figure 3.12: Use ui to stand for either u' or u", thus u\ > - j - ^ - holds. 
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BUB) 

(4) 

© C2o 

-D 2o a> 
\ 

inflexed n o d e 

^ o ( A ) 

f o r ( ^ o , ^ 0 ) : Mo < 0.5 

(a) (Top-down in the recursion depth 0) 
Thickness factor UQ for {A\0, B\0) such that 
w0 < 0.5 

£2MB) 

t inflexed node 

(C\\ is not an iiifiexjed 
i 

node,) but an "equivaleijit-

Inode'l of Ah) 

^ i ( A ) 

for ( y ^ , ^ , ^ , ^ ) ^ ^ 0.5 
(b) (Top-down in the recursion depth 1) Thick
ness factor ui for (A^, B^) or (A^, B\^) such 
that u\ < 0.5 

Figure 3.13: Follow a top-down order to prove the existence of the path p(AB) while 
C recursively appears in the region 4. 

the existence of the path p(AB), and then follow a "bottom-up" order to prove the 

Inequation (3.1) holds for this Subcase 1.3. 

Subsubcase 1.3.1. Use the divide-and-conquer method and follow a " top-

down" order to prove the existence of the path p(AB). 

[In the recursion depth 0, see Figure 3 .13 (a ) ] . 

We consider the path p{AB), and denote A, B and their thickness factor as A\0) 

B\0 and UQ, and denote C and D as C\0 and D\0 respectively. 

[In the recursion depth 1, see Figure 3 .13(b) ] . 

We first consider the subpath p(AC), and denote nodes A, C as A\x, B\x respec

tively. Choose a node, closest to the left vertical side of R(A\1B\1) among those in 

lR{A\i,B\i), and denote it as D\x. Choose another node, closest to the right vertical 

side of R{A\1B\-i) among those in rR(A\1B\l)^ and denote it as C\x. Symmetrically, 

we then consider p(CB), and let C and B be A^, B\x- Similarly, we can find Cfi 

and D|i. If u\ stands for either the thickness factor for nodes A\i and B\x or the 
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thickness factor for nodes A\x and B\Xl it follows that Formula (3.2) holds. 

To clearly understand the recursion depth and notations related to it, we observe 

the positions where C\x and C\x could appear as follows. 

Suppose C\x appears in region 4 of rR{A\xBy) as shown in Figure 3.13(b). Then 

the pair of nodes, denoted by A\x and B\x in the depth 1, clearly enter the next depth 

2. At this point and afterwards, we always follow an "A-to-B" order to consider a 

sequence of undetermined subpaths of p(AB) in every recursion depth and number 

their corresponding end-node pairs in an ascending manner. Thus A\\ and B\x are 

re-denoted by A\ll B%2, where the base 2 of their subscripts indicates the recursion 

depth they are currently in, and their superscripts 3 and 4 indicate their sequence 

numbers among all end-node pairs re-denoted in the same depth. 

Suppose C\x appears outside of rR{A\xB^i), which implies \C\XD\X > A\XB\X 
x 

By Lemma 2, A\XB\X € E, then p(A\xB^x) consists of the only edge A\XB\X that is de

termined. Or, suppose C\x appears in region 3 of rR{A\xB\x). According to Subcase 

1.1, P(T4JI.£?2I) consists of the two edges, A\XC\X and C%XB%X, that are determined. 

In both of these examples, the pair of nodes, denoted by A\x and B\x in the depth 

1, cannot clearly enter and thus be re-denoted in the next depth 2. Their absence 

from all pairs of end nodes to be re-denoted in the next depth 2 leads to a sequence 

of discontinuous superscripts for those node-pairs. 

Suppose C\x appears in region 2 (or region 1) of rR(A\xB\x) as shown in Figure 

3.13(b). According to Subcase 1.2, A\XC\X E E, we compare the path p{A\xB\x) 

that was entirely undetermined before C\x is found and its subpaths p{C\xB\x) that 

are entirely undetermined. Based on following reasons, o C\x is not in the region 

4 of rR(A\xB\x), o there is still one undetermined subpath between A\x and B\x 

instead of two, and o the thickness factor for two end nodes of p{C\xB\x) is larger 

than for two end nodes of p(A\xB\x) (u\) and hence is larger than UQ too, node-pair 

(Cgi, B\].) can be reasonably viewed as in the same depth 1 as node-pair (A^, B\i). 

Therefore, in terms of the recursion depth 1, C\x is an "equivalent-node" of A\x. 

Hereafter, every newfound C\x will be added to either of two series of equivalent-

nodes respectively of A\x and B\x, until the latest-found pair of equivalent-nodes of 

A\x and B\x surely enter in or stop before the next depth. From the original node 

A\x to its last-added equivalent-node inclusive, a series of equivalent-nodes of A\x are 
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(B) "emanating node" B\i 
o denots an isolated edge 

0° (or path) from B^[0] 
' to B^IIKB] — a set of 

"equivalent-node" 

"emanating node" A\i 
denots an isolated edge 

l8 (or path) from A\i\0] 
. 0 to yl^/vi] — a set of 

"equivalent-node" 
o --1 

(A) 
(a) Last-found C\\ is a inflexed 
node => nodes ^ ^ [ K ^ ] a n d 
B^IIKB], hence two emanating 
nodes, A\x and B^i, enter in 
the next recursion depth 2. 

(B) 

B\i 

'emanating node" B\t 

Dl 

° "emanating node" AL 
(D)o 0 

(A) 

(b) Last-found C^i 
pears in the region 

^21 [«A] and B ^ K B ] ) , 

two emanating nodes, 
and B\i, stop before the next 
recursion depth 2. 

ap-
3 of 
nodes 
hence 

/ i 2 l 

(B) 
9 

"emanating node" B\i 

/ 

(D)« 
° "emanating node" A\i 

(A) 

(c) Last-found C^i appears 
outside of rR{A\i \KA\B\\ [KB]) 
=>• nodes A^i [KA] and B\x [KB]), 

hence two emanating nodes, 
A^i and B\x, stop before the 
next recursion depth 2. 

Figure 3.14: Emanating nodes Aj,i and B\± surely enter in or stop before the next 
recursion depth 2. 

denoted by -AjifO], -A21 [•"•]> • • •> - ^ D ^ L with KA standing for the number of entire 

equivalent-nodes of A\x (see Figure 3.14(a)). B\\ [0], - ^ [ l ] , •••> B\AKB\
 a r e similar. 

For consistency of notation and concepts in the rest, part of this Subcase 1.3, A\x is 

redefined to denote an "emanating node" that is either the original node A\x or the 

isolated edge (or path) emanating from the original node A\x and passing through 

its entire equivalent-nodes one by one, and so is B\Y. However, and with no special 

explanation given, a "emanating node" A^i (or B^) is assumed to be a node, i.e. 

AgifO] = Agil/s^] (or .BgilP] = B^KB})- Trivially, emanating nodes A^, B\x still stay 

in the depth 1. 

The above process happening in the depths 0 and 1—some emanating-node-pairs 

have their respective inflexed nodes, and thus enter and are re-denoted (with their 

newfound inflexed nodes) in the next depth—may repeat in every recursion depth 
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until, in some depth n, no more inflexed nodes can be found for all emanating-node-

pairs entering in this depth. Such a n (if exists) is the maximum depth of the recursion. 

Those emanating-node-pairs, for which no more inflexed nodes can be found, are on 

the leaves of the recursion tree. According to our analysis of the node-pairs in the 

depth 1, all emanating-node-pairs on the leaves of the recursion tree could scatter in 

different depths n', where either of these two events must happen on each of them 

(see Figure 3.14(b) and Figure 3.14(c)): 

( I I . I ) . C\n, (1 < n' < n, 2° < t < 2"') appears in region 3 of rR^, [K^B^, [KB]), 

( I I . I I ) . C*n> appears outside of ri?(^4*«'[K^]B\n>[KB])-

Recall it has been proven in Subcase 1.1 and Subcase 1.2 that such subpaths as 

A* i [0]-B*n, [0] are easily determined, then put them together with those isolated edges 

or paths defined as emanating nodes in every recursion depth to make the path p(AB). 

Until now, to prove a path's existence p(AB), only the recursive process has a 

bounded maximum depth n needs to be proven. We consider any pair of nodes 

entering in the recursion depth m, A\m and B\m (1 < m < n, 2° < t < 2m). According 

to Formula (3.2), their thickness factor um such that um > ^m~1 . By applying simple 

mathematical knowledge to this "recursion formula", we have um > T-m— = -,—wi ,.,. 
° ' '"• l—muo l—m(w/h) 

Let f(x) = 1_^lw/h\ i then the function f(x) is obviously monotonically increasing in 

x because ^ p = (i_™(w/h\)
2 > 0. Therefore, a sequence of thickness factors, {um}, 

also monotonically increase along with the recursion depth m. 

On the one hand, if a node C\m is inflexed, then the thickness factor um of its 

corresponding two nodes, A\m and B^m, must be less than 0.5; otherwise C\m cannot 

appear in the region 4 of rR{A\mB\m) (see Figure 3.15). For example, initially C 

(Cgo) is an inflexed node, thus the thickness factor for the two nodes A (A\p) and B 

{B\o) is such that «0 = w/h < 0.5. On the other hand, the thickness factor sequence 

{um} monotonically increases along with the recursion depth m. Suppose none of 

the events (11.1) and ( I I . I I ) happens between every pair of nodes A\m and B\m 

until, in some recursion depth, the thickness factor um increases up to a value no 

less than 0.5. When this happens, every pair of nodes A\m and B\m cannot have an 

inflexed node and are thus in the maximum recursion depth n (i.e. m = n), and n 

also achieves its upper bound. 

Let f(x) = 0.5, then x = — — 2. Suppose all pair of nodes A\m and B\m enter 
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VM 

region 4 cannot exist in rR{Al rh ^Bl rh ^) 

no infiexed node can appear between A1 r h -, and Dl r h n 
\ 2I ^ 2I 2I "> '2I 

the recursion djepth n is bounded by a constant ^ — 2 . 

(A) 

Figure 3.15: The maximum depth n is bounded by a constant 

in the depth m = ^ — 2 , then the thickness factor for any pair of nodes in this 

depth are such that um = urh_2-\ > / ( ^ — 2 ) > 0.5. Clearly, n must satisfy 

n < £ — 2 , therefore the recursion is thereby proved to have the maximum depth 

n that is bounded by a constant 4 
Subsubcase 1.3.2. Follow a "bottom-up" order (from maximum recursion de

pth upward till 0) to joint in pairs all the subpaths in every recursion 

depth; meanwhile prove by "mathematical induction" that Ineq-uation (3.1), 

p(AB) < rB(AB) , holds throughout the entire "subpath-jointing" proce

dure, and finally also holds for the SUBcase 1.3. 

[Basic]. For any pair of nodes, denoted by A*, and Bl , in the depth n' 

(n is the maximum recursion depth, 1 <n'<n, 2° < t <2n'), the Inequa

t ion piAUOjBUO]) < |r5(^*n,[0]5*n,[0])| holds i f they are on a leaf of 

the recursion tree (see Figure 3.16) . 

That emanating nodes A^, and £?*„, cannot enter and thus be re-denoted in 

the next depth implies either event (11.1) or event ( I I . I I ) must happen between 

A\ni [KA] and J3*n, [KB]. It has been proven in Subcase 1.1 and Subcase 1.2 that the 
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(B) BL,[KB] 

© 

BL,[0]l 

Auom 

$L>[I*B] i 4 » ' M 
2" L J ! Event (II . I) 

' ^b(^ ;„ [0]^„ , [0])[ < [jrIJ(A<„,[0]B^[0ll B£„,[«B] 

(A) 
4*2»' [«A] 

Events ( II . I I ) 

Figure 3.16: Inequation (3.1) holds for any pair of nodes that are on a leaf of the 
recursion tree. 

inequation \p(Aln,[0}BL,[0]) < \rB(Ain,[0}BL,[0]) holds for both events. • 

[Inductive Step]. Suppose any pair of nodes, denoted by A\m-X and B\m-\ 

in the depth ra — 1 (n is the maximum recursion depth, 1 < m < n, 2° < t 

< 2 m _ 1 ) , also enter in the next recursion depth m. Then, the resulting 

two pairs of nodes are denoted by (.A^1, B^1), (̂ 4|L,.Bfi) in the depth 

m such that A2^1 = A\m-1\KA\, Bf™1 = A^m and Bfm = B^-I^B] • If Inequ

ations (3.3) and (3.4) simultaneously hold for their respective (.A2^1, 

5|m_1) and (A%m,B?jL), then Inequation (3.5) also holds for A^-ifO] and 

^m_i[0] (see Figure 3.17). 

P\-r>-2rn - t ' 2 m / ^ If-D^Aym -D2m ) (3.3) 

PyJ\.2m-L>2m ) \ "^ \1"-D \-^i-2m 2m ) 
\1t r>2t 

P^-ltO]^™-!^]) < rB(A\m-i [0]52m-l [0]) 

(3.4) 

(3.5) 
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JBgm-i denots an isolated path 
(or edge) from J3|m_i[0] to 

^ m - l [ « B ] 

/ 

- B U - I F ] ^ ! ^ 

i rai^Rp 
6 -•( 

4-HM 3S 
£g£B m—1 0]-B2m-l 

«B 

PI) 

\ 
Ajm-i denots an isolated path 
(or edge) from Ajm-ifO] to 

(A) 
(a) Inequation (3.6) holds for the pair of nodes, (b) Inequation (3.5) holds for the pair of nodes, 
A\m_x[KA] and B * m _ x [ K B \ . A\m_,[0] and B\m^[0]. 

Figure 3.17: Inequation (3.1) holds for any pair of nodes in the depth m. 

To prove Inequation (3.5), first we will prove that Inequation (3.6) holds for the 

node-pair (A^m-iD^L B\m-i[i^B\) (see Figure 3.17(a)), where 

o Cjm-i, which is chosen for ^m- i [^A] a n d B\m-i[nB\-, is a inflexed node, 

o Agm-i^] , B^m-ilns] are two nodes actually entering into the next depth m, and 

p(At
2m-i[KA]Bt

2m-i[KB])\ < \rB(At
2m-i[KA]Bt

2m-i[KB]) (3.6) 

We observe the positions of three "D"s corresponding to the three node-pairs, 

(At2m„1[KA],Blm-1[KB]), (Af™1, B^T1) and (AlLjB^L). According to the method and 

order in which they are chosen, nodes D^1 and D^L must lie left to node D\m-X. 

Now, we consider the worst condition, the projections (to X-Axis) of nodes D^m1 
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and Dl§n are extremely close to the projection (to X-Axis) of node D^m-i, which 

implies rB(A^mlBfml) and rB{AfmBlln) are close to their respective maximums. 

Thus, D^T1, D^n and D\m-X have almost the same X-coordinate. Referring to the 

Figure 3.17(a), we have: 

P6P7 < P5P7 P3P7 

P9P1I 

P4P12 

PRP 8-T11 

P9P12 

-P6-P7 < \PnP12 

PioPu + 
I t fo 

same. 

lows that 
PGP7 

= $ • P6P7 + P9Pn < P3P7 + P8Pn PAPI 4-^12 

PoPul + lPnPi 12 

< P10P1) + P11P1 11-^12 PmPl 10-r 12 

nequation (3.7) holds, and in the same way Inequation (3.8) does the 

P10P11 + P6P7 < PwPl2 (3.7) 

P2P3 + P6Ps < PIPA (3.8) 

Substitute Inequations (3.3), (3.4), (3.7) and (3.8) into ^ ( A j m - i ^ ] ^ ' " - 1 ^ ] ) a s 

follows: 
•p{A\m-X \KA\B\m-\ [KB]) 

Inequations (3.3), (3.4) substituted 

+ 

\2t-l r>2t-l r>2t-L\ 
£ > 2 m I 

< 

= ( 

- ( 
< 

P{J^2m ^ 2 ; 

2 t - l D 2 * - 1 
+ 

rB( A2 ) + TB{A 2t f>2t ^ 
2mJ->2m 1 

PmP K M l l 

-PlO-pLl 

-P1O-P12 

+ 
+ 

+ 

P*Pu P«P 6-*8 

PeP? + ( P2P3 

) + ( P6P7 

+ 
P3P7 + P9P 2-^3 

PfiP« 

P2P, + PAP 4-M.2 

) + (|iyn| + |iy7|) 
Inequations (3 .7 ) , (3.8) subs t i tu ted 

= rB(At
2m-i[KA]Blm-1[KB]) • 

Thus, Inequation (3.6) has been proven to hold. 

Let the projections (to X-Axis) of nodes Agm-iffivi] and B\m-i\KB\ De PA and Pg 

respectively (see Figure 3.17(b)). We notice that emanating node A\m-Y could denote 

(a) a node A^-ifO], where ^m-ifO] = A\m^\KA\ or 

(b) a-pathp(At
2m-1[0}At

2m-1[KA\) passing through nodes A\m_i[0], ,4 |m_i[l] . . . , i ^ - i N 

If A\m-x is in above case (b), then we still use the "projection method" (to X-Axis 

and to Y-Axis respectively) to consider the path ^(Ajm-JOjAjm-i^])- Clearly, fol

lowing the Inequation (3.9) always holds even if A\m-\ is in above case (a) (i.e. 0 < 0). 

file:///PnP12
file:///2t-l
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A similar relationship, shown as following Inequation (3.10), also holds for the ema

nating node B* 
2 m - l • 

p ( 4 - l [ 0 H p - l N ) < LP^*2m-l[0] + PA^2m-lM 

Substitute Inequations (3.6), (3.9) and (3.10) into p(A2m_i[0]I?2m--i[0]) 

p{At
2m.ip[Blm-,[Q\) 

p(4 m - 1 [0]A^ 1 [Bi ] ) | + |p(^m_i[/CA]S^„_i[Kfl])| + |p(^m_i[0]^m_i[«fl]) 

(3.9) 

(3.10) 

as follows: 

< ( | P A ^ - i [ 0 ] + | / V l 2 , n - i M | ) + I r B ^ - x ^ B ^ - i f K B ] ) ! + y\PBB\m-1[0]| 

Inequations (3 .9 ) , (3 .6 ) , (3.10) subs t i tu ted + 
< 

PBB2m-\ [KB] ) 

rB(Alm^[0}Blm^[0}) 
Thus, Inequation (3.5) is proved to hold. • 

Now, we follow a "bottom-up" order (from the maximum recursion depth n up

ward until 0) to joint in pairs together the subpaths in each depth. Based on the 

proof by "mathematical induction" as above, Inequation (3.1) holds throughout the 

entire subpath-jointing procedure, thus for this Subcase 1.3. 

CASE 2. Assume R(AB) i s not "empty", then the paths between A and B 

are denoted by p(A~B). 

According to Lemma 1, that some nodes (or a node) of V are contained in R(AB) 

implies AB ^ E. Therefore p(A~B), if in existence, must contain other nodes of 

V. Our idea to prove the existence of p(A~B) is to choose nodes from R{AB) in 

a "A-to-f?" order as the intermediate nodes. And we simultaneously guarantee any 

two adjacent intermediate nodes are connected. Such intermediate nodes are defined 

as "junction nodes" (see Figure 3.18). For convenience, two end-nodes A and B are 

also defined in the same way. 

The following algorithm is used to create an ordered set Q of all junction nodes 

from A to B, and node O represents the current node. 

1. Q <= {A} //initialization 

2. O^A 

3. i <= 1 // define a counter 
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Figure 3.18: If R{AB) is not empty, p(A~B) is divided into many pieces to consider, 
and each resulting piece satisfies CASE 1. 

4- choose the node Oi, which is the closest, among those in R(OB), to the longer of 

the two sides of R(OB) that passes through node O. 

5. Q <= Q U {Oi} 

6. ifOi7^B 

then O <= Oi 

go back to 4th step 

else return Q 

Choose any two adjacent junction nodes from Q, say Oi and Oj+i. According 

to the manner created Q in above algorithm, R(OiOi+i) is obviously an "empty 

rectangle". Based on the proof in CASE 1, Oi and 0;+i must be connected, and the 

path between them, p(OjOj+i), such that p(Oj0j+i) < rB{OiOi+\) < \ / l0 OjOj+i . 

Putting all such paths as p(OiOi+\) together makes the path p(A~B). 

To prove p(A~B) is bounded, an ordered set of line segments needs to be con

sidered connecting all pairs of adjacent junction nodes of Q in an M-to-£?" man

ner. This ordered set of line segments is denoted by p(A-B) (see Figure 3.18). 
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Figure 3.19: The STG does not obey the short-edge replacement rule. 

Let j3 be the angle formed by line segment AB and X-Axis, then we have p(A 

B)\ < \A~B\ sin/? + \AB\ cos(3 < ^/2A~B . Based on the proof in CASE 1, \p(A~B) < 

is ^p(A-B) < y/To(y/2\AB ) = V20\AB , i.e. Inequation \p(A~B)\ < V20\AB 

proved to hold. 

With the above proof in both CASE 1 and CASE 2, a square test graph STG(V, E) 

is connected and a \/20-spanner of K(V), where K{V) is a complete Euclidean graph 

on V. m 

3.4 Use Unit-square Graph as the Original Network Model 

Now, we have a new proximity graph, square test graph (STG). Next, we want to 

apply STG to constructing underlying topologies for wireless ad hoc networks. The 

first-choice heuristic is to consider the graph UDGflSTG. Unfortunately, we notice 

the STG does not follow the short-edge replacement rule. In fact, a UDGflSTG, 

if used, is not necessarily connected, and neither a \/20-spanner of the UDG. The 

following example illustrates this. 

Given a set V of wireless nodes distributing in the Euclidean plane with the 

established X-Axis and Y-Axis, two nodes A and B of V have an edge 

UDG(V) (i.e. 

AB of 

AB < 1), and AB > AB (see Figure 3.19). Other two wireless 

CD 
x 

< AB 
y ' o AC > 1, AD > 1, nodes C and D in this plane such that: o 

o node C (or D) is located inside the square that passing through nodes A, B and 

D (or C, correspondingly). Suppose node A is aware of the positions of C and D 

in some manner. According to the Definition 7 of STG, node A breaks the edge to 
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n = ^ unit 

transmission range ri and com- transmission range r2 and com
munication range of node A in munication range of node A in 
USG network model general UDG network model 

Figure 3.20: A comparison of communication range and transmission range between 
UDG network model and USG network model. 

B because AB ^ STG(V). However, A and D (or C) do not have an edge of the 

UDG(V) and they may not connect to each other in the UDG(V). Consequently, 

the resulting network structure UDG(V) D STG(V) is not necessarily connected. As 

another way of understanding, node A considers the short edge AB of UDG(V) less 

essential than other two edges AC and CB (or AD and DB), which include a long 

edge AC (or AD) not belonging to UDG{V). Clearly, the square test graph does not 

follow the short-edge replacement rule although this rule is required for a proximity 

graph if it is used to simplify the unit-disk graph. 

To make the square test graph applicable to wireless ad hoc networks, we will 

introduce a new network model, named unit-square graph (USG). The definition 

follows. 

Definition 8. Given a set V of nodes in the Euclidean plane with established X-Axis 

and Y-Axis, a unit-square graph USG(V, E) is a graph defined on V such that any 

two nodes of V have a edge in USG{V, E) if and only if their Euclidean distances 

along both X-Axis (horizontal projection) and Y-Axis (vertical projection) are at 

most ^ unit. On the same set V of nodes, the USG(V, E) is a subgraph of the 

UDG(V,E). 

In this thesis, we reuse the term "communication range" for the USG network 

model to denote the "unit-square" centered at each of the wireless nodes and having 
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four sides of length 2 x ^ unit. We also reuse the term "transmission range" to 

denote the distance from each node to any boundary of the unit-square, which equals 

^Y unit. A comparison of communication range and transmission range between the 

general UDG network model and the USG network model is illustrated in Figure 3.20. 

The communication range of a wireless node is reasonably modeled as a unit-disk in 

realistic environment. In this thesis, it is also reasonably modeled as a unit-square 

because we can let each wireless node simply ignore the nodes appearing in its unit-

disk but not in its unit-square. 

Next, we follow the approach that defines STG to simplify a USG, and the follow

ing Theorem 3 guarantees the entire edge replacements happen totally among edges 

of the USG. Based on a common assumption that USG is always connected (derived 

from the similar assumption for UDG), therefore the resulting graph USGflSTG is 

guaranteed to be connected. 

Theorem 3. Given a set V of nodes in the Euclidean plane with established X-Axis 

and Y-Axis, if two arbitrary nodes A and BofV have an edge of the USG(V), then 

they must have at least a path in STG(V) consisting of the edges all belonging to 

USG(V). 

Proof. In this proof, we still use R(AB) to denote the closed rectangle using A 

and B as its two diagonal corner points, and use max ( 

larger of 

AB 

AB 
x 

and 
x' AB J to denote the 

AB (refer to Figure 3.3(b)). A unique closed square (not 

necessarily empty) has node A at one of its corner points, and passes through A 

and B. We denote this closed square as S^l, which clearly has four sides of length 

max | AB 
x' 

AB ) • 

For the two arbitrary nodes A and B of V, we have proven, by the two cases of 

R(AB) in Theorem 2, they must have at least a path in STG(V). Next we show, for 

both of the two cases of R(AB), the paths found in the proof of Theorem 2 consist of 

the edges all belonging to USG(V) if AB e USG{V) (i.e. max (| AS\ , \A~B\ ) < ^ ) . 

CASE 1. Assume R(AB) i s an "empty rectangle" . 

According to the CASE 1 of Theorem 2, A and B have at least a path p(AB) in 

STG(V) consisting of all intermediate nodes contained in SAg. We use Pi, P2,..., Pn 
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to denote the n intermediate nodes from A to B inclusively, where P\ = A and 

Pn = B. We notice that every edge PjPj+i ( l < i < n — l ) i s contained in the square 
AA] :[Pi] SAg, and simultaneously inscribed in the square SPiP . Thus, the side length of every 

SPj> cannot be larger than the side length of SAg, i.e. max 

max( 

PiPi J-M+l PiPi iri+l < 

AB 
x1 AB V2 [Pi] 

Y 
) < 2 • I11 Edition, every square SP.P.+l uses node Pi as one of 

its corner points. By the Definition 8 of USG, every edge PjPj+i £ USGiV). 

CASE 2. Assume R(AB) i s not "empty" . 

Similar to the CASE 2 of Theorem 2, we first choose those "junction nodes" on 

the path p(A~B) in STG(V). We use Oi, 0 2 , . . . , On to denote the n junction nodes 

from A to B inclusively, where 0\ = A and On = B. Every line segment OjOj+i 

(1 < i < n — 1) is contained in the square SAg, and simultaneously inscribed in 

the square SQ^Q. r Thus the side length of every SQ.Q cannot be larger than 

that of SAg, i.e. max( OiO. H I 
x7 , \OiOi+1 ) < max( AB 

x1 AB V2 
y) ^ 2 This 

implies OiOi+i G USG(V). In addition, by Theorem 2, any two adjacent junction 

nodes Oi and Oi+i have the "empty" R(OiOi+i). According to the CASE 1 of this 

proof, it follows that every subpath p(OiOj+i) of p(A~B) consists of element edges 

all belonging to USG(V). • 

3.5 Summary 

This chapter proposes a novel proximity graph, Square Test Graph (STG). In section 

3.3, we prove STG has at least three nice features—planarization, connectivity and 

a bounded path spanning ratio. In section 3.2, we observe other proximity graphs 

such as the Gabriel graph (GG), the relative neighborhood graph (RNG) and the 

Delaunay triangulation (Del). We find, if their approaches are used to simplifying 

the underlying topologies of wireless ad hoc networks, all of these pervasively studied 

structures satisfy the "short-edge replacement rule", whereas STG does not. So, in 

section 3.4, we propose to use a new shape "unit-square" to model the communication 

ranges of wireless nodes so that STG is realistically applicable to the topology control 

of wireless ad hoc networks. The usage of "unit-square" results in a change to the 

network model, i.e. a wireless ad hoc network is hereafter modeled as a unit-square 

graph (USG) in this thesis, instead of the generally used unit-disk graph (UDG). 
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Chapter 4 will present a parallel algorithm applying STG on the top of USG. 

As a result, a new network structure STGnUSG is obtained in our simulation. Due 

to limited computation and communication costs, this algorithm is practically well-

performed and robust. 



Chapter 4 

Description of Algorithmic Designs 

4.1 Introduction 

A proximity graph G can be constructed by nodes locally [21], if each node u can 

determine the edges of G incident on u by using only the location information of its 

entire fc-local nodes—the nodes within fc-hops from u. By section 3.4, USGflSTG is 

such a graph that can be constructed locally, where k = 1. Now, we let a wireless 

ad hoc network use the unit-square graph (USG) as its network model. Therefore, a 

USGflSTG alike network structure can be easily constructed by wireless nodes in a 

localized manner. 

In this chapter, we present a distributed and localized algorithm. It follows the 

approach that defines STG to dynamically break those "nonessential" wireless links 

corresponding to those "nonessential" edges of the USG network model. As a result, 

a dynamical global network structure is maintained constantly. If we ignore the com

munication and computation time of nodes, all "essential" wireless links reserved at 

any moment is in correspondence with those edges in both USG and STG. Or, the un

derlying network topology forms a USGflSTG at any moment. And, the USGflSTG 

is called the localized square test graph (LSTG) hereafter. 

We have known that a LSTG(V) with the node set V is a planar \/20-spanner 

of USGiy). In Chapter 5, we implement this algorithm in the simulation to verify 

the hypothesis, i.e. in a realistic environment, a LSTG(V) has not only a better 

stretch factor to USG(V) than A/20 but also a better path quality than GG(V) and 

RNG{V). 

4.2 Discussion of Design Issues 

Assume each u of a set V of wireless nodes has a unique identifier and always knows 

its location in a mobile environment. Let Nk(u) be the set of A;-local nodes of u. A 

49 
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&:-local node v of u is also called a k-neighbor of u, i.e. v E Nk(u). 

On the one hand, u is aware of the positions and IDs of Ni (it) after one broadcast 

by each of Ni(u); however, u can also know the positions and IDs of other nodes 

in Nk(u) through the data packets retransmitted by Ni(u). Still, when u receives 

a retransmitted data packet issued by a &-hop distant (k > 1) neighbor v, the in

formation included is not necessary actuate due to the frequent movement of v and 

the time delay caused by multiple retransmissions of this data packet. Especially 

with an increase in fc's value, the incremental errors in v's position could be consid

erably large. In addition, a larger k to u implies more ^-neighbors whose positions u 

needs to acquire in time, and hence more position-related data packets to be or being 

retransmitted at any moment. Consequently, too much bandwidth expending on net

work maintenance could impact the overhead and adaptability of routing protocols 

since bandwidth is a scarce and precious resource in wireless networks. To avoid this 

overuse of bandwidth, it is significant to restrict the constant A; to a small integer, 

such as 1 or 2. 

The constant k in the following algorithm is 1. As a result, the overhead expended 

by nodes for maintaining their incident wireless links is considerably low; this includes 

only periodically broadcasting their positions and identifiers, and doing limited com

putation on the broadcast messages received. Since no data packet retransmissions 

are needed, all wireless nodes are under better support to update in time the links 

incident on themselves, even if they may be extremely-mobile. This makes the LSTG 

constructed by the following algorithm robust in practice and well performed in terms 

of the bandwidth utilization ratio. 

4.3 A Distributed and Localized Algorithm for the Construction of LSTG 

Given a set V of wireless nodes, this distributed algorithm includes two parts, which 

run parallel at each wireless node u of V. 

PARALLEL—ONE (see Appendix A) runs once every short-time interval t. This 

part verifies the existence of u's entire 1-neighbors Ni(u), based on the USG network 

model. If one (or some) of Ni(u) loses contact with u, then this part updates the 

edges of LSTG(V) currently incident on u. 

PARALLEL—TWO (see Appendix B) runs once u receives a broadcast message from 
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Time Link 
ID Position stamp statug 

{v}: id posX,pos Y time hasLink • • • 

Figure 4.1: The data structure used by current node v to store a broadcast message 
from u. 

some node. If the broadcast message received is issued by an unknown 1-neighbor (in 

USG model) of u or by a known 1-neighbor (in USG model) of u whose location has 

changed, then this part also updates the edges of LSTG{V) currently incident on u. 

Two parts of the algorithm commonly need to compute the edges of LSTG(V) 

currently incident on u, therefore we separate the pseudocode fulfilling this task as a 

function, computeAHLinks (see Appendix C). 

4.3.1 Two Main Data Structures 

Every wireless node v periodically—in a short-time interval t—broadcasts a message, 

including ID, position etc. When current node u receives this, it stores this message 

into a data structure as shown in Figure 4.1, denoted by {v}. The "Time Stamp" field 

stores the time when v sends this message. The "Link Status" is a field to be filled 

in by current node u once it finishes its wireless link computations, which represents 

if u has a wireless link to v (or, if uv is a edge of LSTG(V) incident on u). Initially 

the "Link Status" field is always set to False. 

By section 3.4, each node determines the edges of LSTG incident on itself based 

on the positions of its entire 1-local nodes in USG. In following algorithm, current 

wireless node u computes if it has a wireless link to its known 1-neighbor v as follows. 

First, u checks if the rectangle R(uv) is empty. If R(uv) is empty, then u tries to find 

a "bigger empty rectangle" passing u, v and such other two nodes as "C", ".D" in 

the Case 1 of Theorem 2 (refer to Figure 3.6). When one of such two nodes as "C" 

and ".D" is absent, a boundary of its communication range is used as a side of this 

"bigger empty rectangle", where u1 communication range is a square area centered at 

u in correspondence with the unit-square used in USG model. Finally, u checks if the 

"bigger empty rectangle" is big enough to hold an "empty square" passing u, v. If it is, 

then current node u adds a wireless link to v. For example (see Figure 4.2(a)), where 
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Ql (data structure for Quadrant I) 

No. 
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from neighbors 
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-*• : A-^B^C^E^D : A^E^B^D^C 

(b) Table Q\ used to record A's entire known 
1-neighbors in Quadrant / 

Q3 (data structure for Quadrant III) 

1 
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u} 
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next node 
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<•--•- : A-^L-^H^K^I^J j : A^H^I-^K^J^L 

(c) Table Q3 used to record A's entire known 
1-neighbors in Quadrant III 

Figure 4.2: Each wireless node A uses 4 tables, Qi, Q2, Q3, Q4, to represent its 4 
Quadrants, 7, 77, III, VI. 
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current node A finds R(AC) contains a node B, and thus does not add a wireless link 

to C. For another 1-neighbor E, A finds the "bigger empty rectangle" passing A, E, 

B and M and is big enough to hold a square passing A and E. Therefore, A adds a 

wireless link to E. For the 1-neighbor B, the "bigger empty rectangle" can also be 

found, whose three sides pass A, B, E respectively and another side overlaps with 

the left boundary of the square centered at A. Obviously, A has a wireless link to B. 

Figure 4.2 illustrates a data structure of kernel importance for the edge computa

tion by each node. Here, each wireless node A divides its communication range (the 

square area) into four quadrants, I, II, III and VI (see Figure 4.2(a)). It uses four 

tables, Qi, Q%, Q3 and Q4, to represent these four quadrants (see Figure 4.2(b) and 

Figure 4.2(c)). All of its currently known 1-neighbors (in USG model) are in one-

to-one correspondence with the entire items of the four tables. For the convenience 

of finding such two nodes as "C", UD" for any 1-neighbor, A indexes all 1-neighbors 

recorded in every table Qi (1 < i < 4) along both X-Axis and Y-Axis based on 

1-neighbors' geometrical positions. The resulting two series of indexes are stored in 

the "horizontal next node" field and the "vertical next node" field of every Qi (see 

Figure 4.2(b) and Figure 4.2(c)). For example, wireless node A knows the geometrical 

positions of nodes B, C, E and D . Since they are all in its Quadrant / and A —> 

B —> C —> E —> D is the order from current node A along the positive X-Axis, A 

fills out those "horizontal next node" fields in Qi as 2, 3, 5, / and 4 to record this 

order. At the same time, A fills out those "vertical next node" fields in Qi as 5, 4, 

/ , 3 and 2 to record the order A—>.E—>!?—>£>—> C from current node A along 

the positive Y-Axis. 

Considering the parallel computation in the algorithm is performed on the same 

data set—the four tables, which includes adding items to tables for newfound nodes, 

eliminating items from tables for those wireless nodes losing contact and determining 

links to 1-neighbors, therefore a synchronization lock is placed on the four tables (see 

Appendixes A and B). 

4.3.2 Explanations of Functions Used in Pseudocode 

Several functions are used in the pseudocode. We explain them as follows: 

checkQuadrant({v}): Check if the originator node of the message {v} is located 
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in the communication range (the square area). If it is, then return the quadrant it is 

in; otherwise return — 1. 

insert({v}, Qi), delete({v}, Qi): Create and then store the message {v} in a new 

item of table Qi (Deletes from table Qi the item that stores the message {v}). Then, 

re-index the fields of "horizontal next node" and "vertical next node" in Q^. 

hasNextFailureNode(Qi), getNextFailureNode(Qi): For some reason, e.g. power 

failure, antenna disability, moving out of the disk area—the real communication range 

of current node, or moving out of the square area but still in the disk area of cur

rent node, a previously known 1-neighbor (in USG model) of current node may lose 

contact with (or be ignored by) the current node. However its outdated message is 

still reserved in some table. In order to keep the messages reserved in the four tables 

up-to-date, current node needs to periodically eliminate those outdated messages. 

The judgment of outdated messages is based on the "Time Stamp" field and current 

time. If their difference is larger than a threshold (e.g. 2 x i ) , then this message is 

outdated, and then it is eliminated from the corresponding table. 

4.4 Running Time of the Algorithm 

The running time involves the time cost of PARALLEL- ONE, PARALLEL- TWO and 

the function computeAHLinks, all of which are obviously related to the expected 

number TV of nodes within every unit-square. 

For PARALLEL—ONE (see Appendix A), the running time of step 1 is 0(1); the 

expected running time of steps 4-7 is ©(TV). 

For PARALLEL—TWO (see Appendix B), the running time of steps 1-2 is 0(1); 

the expected running time of steps 5-7 is ©(TV); the expected running time of step 8 

is ©(TV). 

For the function computeAHLinks (see Appendix C), steps 1-2 imply the block 

(steps 1-32) will be executed N times. In each execution of the block (steps 1-

32), steps 3-6 take 0(1) operations, thus the overall expected running time of steps 

3-6 is ©(TV); the sub-block (steps 7-12) will be executed TV times and steps 8-

12 takes 0(1) operations, thus the overall expected running time of steps 7-12 is 

©(TV x TV x 1) = ©(TV ); similar to steps 3-6, the overall expected running time of 

step 13 is also 0(A); similar to steps 7-12, the overall expected running time of steps 
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14-19 is trivially Q(N ); steps 20-32 take 0(1) operations, thus the overall expected 

running time of steps 20-32 is 0(iV). Therefore, the overall expected running time 

of the Function computeAHLinks is 0(iV ), and the overall expected running times 

of PARALLEL— ONE and PARALLEL— TWO are also 0(N2). 

In Chapter 5, we will discuss a set of n wireless nodes that randomly and uniformly 

distribute in a rectangular area of size a x b of the Euclidean plane. All nodes use 

the same transmission range r (in USG model). By Conclusion 2 to be discussed 

in section 5.3.2, N = ~^. To guarantee the connectivity of the LSTG constructed 

by this algorithm, we also conclude (Conclusion 3 in section 5.3.2) that at least 

r2 = °x X ±n+ns > where si is a large constant. Thus, N = Inn + lnsi. 

Finally, the overall expected running times of PARALLEL— ONE and PARALLEL— 

TWO are all 0(ln2(n)), then the expected running time of this parallel algorithm is 

also 0(ln2(n)). Furthermore, if an improvement is made in the function computeAl-

lLinks, an expected running time as good as G(lnn) is the norm that can be expected. 

4.5 Summary 

This chapter presents a localized algorithm constructing a localized square test graph 

(LSTG) with an expected running time 0(ln2(n)), where n is the number of wireless 

nodes. This algorithm's execution will enable each wireless node to instantly deter

mine the edges of LSTG incident on itself. As a result, a LSTG alike dynamical 

global network structure is maintained constantly. In Chapter 5, we implement this 

algorithm to construct a LSTG in the simulation. We prove by experiment the LSTG 

has a better path quality than the GG and the RNG in practice. 



Chapter 5 

Simulation and Presentation of Experimental Results 

5.1 Introduction 

In Chapter 4, we presented a distributed algorithm that can construct a localized 

square test graph LSTG(V) on a set V of wireless nodes. According to Chapter 3, 

the LSTG(V) is a \/20-spanner of the USG(V). In contrast, the spanning ratio of 

GG(V) or RNG{V) to UDG(V) cannot be bounded by any constant [1, 6]. However, 

it is not strong enough to guarantee a better path quality of LSTG than that of 

GG or RNG only depending on that LSTG's spanning ratio has a smaller theoretical 

upper-bound. The path quality of GG or RNG acquired in practice could be better 

than that of LSTG. In addition, the stretch factor of LSTG is not achieved to the 

same supergraph as GG's and RNG's. So, in this Chapter, we simulate the behaviors 

of a set V of wireless nodes, and compare LSTGiV) with GG(V) and RNG(V) in 

terms of various spanning ratios (see Figure 5.1). 

The spanning ratio is a relationship between a proximity graph and its connected 

supergraph. For example STG(V) vs K(V) (complete Euclidean graph), LSTG(V) 

vs USG(V), GG(V) or RNG(V) vs UDG(V) etc. Proximity graphs are supposed 

(a) GG (b) RNG (c) LSTG 

Figure 5.1: GG(V), RNG(V) and LSTG(V) on the same set V of nodes. 
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to maintain their supergraphs' connectivity. In order to obtain connected proximity 

graphs (GG, RNG and LSTG) so that we can compare their spanning ratios, we first 

need to guarantee they all have connected supergraphs (UDG and USG). However, 

neither a UDG alike network nor a USG alike network is necessarily connected in 

practice. In our simulation, we use the two network models on the same set V of 

wireless nodes. By Definition 8 of USG, a USG(V) is a subgraph of the UDGiV). 

So, to obtain connected UDG{V), GG{V), RNG(V) and LSTG(V) in simulation, 

we first need a connected USG(V) at any time. 

5.2 About the Connectivity of the Unit-square Graph 

We assume wireless nodes have the transmission range r if they form a USG alike 

network. This means their USG network model uses the scale ratio ^ unit : r (see 

Figure 3.20). A connected USG(V) depends on many factors such as the node den

sity, the value of r, the distribution manner of nodes etc. Among them, the first and 

foremost is the value of r because the USG(V) will always be connected as long as a 

large enough r is chosen. However, if an overlarge r is chosen, each node may spend 

more than necessary energy on communication where the energy consuming at each 

node is proportional to r2. As a result, fast energy consuming could result in a dis

connected network or nodes' malfunction, e.g. failing to monitor certain parts of their 

communication ranges. To save power consumption without losing network connec

tivity, we need to find the "minimum transmission range" universally adopted by all 

wireless nodes such that the induced network topology USG is connected all the time. 

However, wireless nodes move around freely, and the distance among them changes 

all the time. It is impossible to have a unanimous minimum transmission range for 

nodes to guarantee the connectivity for all instances of the network configuration. 

Fortunately, by some statistical methodology in section 5.3, we can find a minimum 

transmission range for nodes, with which all nodes form a connected USG at any time 

almost surely (with high probability of almost one). Later, our experimental results 

also prove the existence of such minimum transmission ranges. 

In addition, we notice when r is close to or greater than the minimum transmission 

range, the edge set of LSTG rarely increases with the increase in r, unlike the situation 

that r is much lower than the minimum transmission range. In other words, the 
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edge set of LSTG relative to r tends to be stable if r is greater than the minimum 

transmission range. As a result, the shortest paths in LSTG between all pairs of 

nodes also tend to be stable. So, a further increased r will not lead to a improved 

spanning ratio of LSTG to USG. 

5.3 Stochastic Geometry 

In a realistic wireless ad hoc network, and in spite of the free movement of nodes, 

if we take snapshots of all nodes of V once every short-time interval during a given 

time period, then we have a set of r unit-square graphs, i.e. USGi(V), USG2(V), 

USG3(V), ..., USGT(V). We say a graph is connected with a probability Pr, actually 

there are two explanations for this Pr. One is there exists average r x Pr connected 

graphs among this set of r graphs. Another explanation is the biggest node clique in 

any USGi(V) (1 < i < r) has average nx Pr nodes, where n is the number of nodes 

of V. In the rest part of this section 5.3, we take any USGi(V) as an example to 

analyze its connectivity, and the probability Pr clearly belongs to the second case. 

5.3.1 Key-Node Set 

For simplicity, we assume the set V of n nodes "randomly" and "uniformly" dis

tributes in a rectangular area of size a x b of the Euclidean plane, and all nodes have 

the same transmission range r (in the case of USG). Our question is under what 

circumstance n, a, b and r are, the USG(V) is connected almost surely (with a high 

probability of almost one). Prior to finding the solution, we transform this question 

into the famous "Coupon Collector's Problem" [14, 26]. Based on the analysis of the 

"Coupon Collector's Problem", the solution to this question will be found. 

One of the terms to be used frequently in the following part is the "coverage" of 

a set V of nodes, denoted by Cy. Cy stands for the union of communication ranges 

(in the case of USG) of the entire nodes of V. Coverage is not same as connectivity, 

and (unless required) Cy does not necessarily cover the whole rectangular area of size 

a x b. Another two terms are "key-node" and "key-node set". By some means, we 

can pick up a subset K of V such that the coverage of K is equal to the coverage of 

V, i.e. CK — Cy. We call such a node set K a "key-node set" of V, and call the 

nodes in K "key-nodes". Obviously, there are numerous eligible key-node sets in V. 
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Using different methods to choose those key-nodes, we may get different key-node 

sets with different numbers of key-nodes. However, among those key-node sets of V, 

one (if there is any) can ensure the connectivity of USGiV). 

Theorem 4. USG(V) is connected if and only if there is at least one key-node set 

KofV such that USG(K) is connected. 

Proof. [Sufficiency] . By the definition of key-node set, each node u in V but 

not in K must be in the communication range of some key-node v, then u must have 

a edge linking to the key-node v. Consequently, the entire nodes of V are connected 

to each other. 

[Necessity] . By the definition of key-node set, it is obvious that V itself is a 

key-node set of V. Let K = V, then USG(K) = USG{V) is connected. • 

Next, we provide a method of picking every key-node from V and adding them to 

K one by one. When we are adding a newfound key-node to K, we simultaneously 

update K's coverage CK- Initially, let K only include some node of V, denoted by 

£4. At this time, CK equals the communication range (of size 2r x 2r) of k\, and the 

area of CK is 4r2. Henceforth, once a node is found in the communication range of 

ki such that its joining in K enlarges ICs coverage CK, then we pick this node as 

the next key-node, denoted by k{+i. We repeat this process to get k2, k3, ..., until a 

key-node km(m < n) is found whose joining in K makes CK as large as Cv. 

Clearly, if an appropriate transmission range r is chosen, then, by above method, 

the next key-node fcj+i (2 < i + 1 < m) can always be found by ki at every zth step 

until km. By Theorem 4, USG(V) is thus connected. Put another way, to ensure 

the connectivity of USG(V), the transmission range r should be chosen to make the 

communication range of every current key-node ki large enough to hold sufficient 1-

neighbors so the next key-node fcj+i can be found among them almost surely (with 

a high probability of almost one). Trivially, such a minimum r is the "minimum 

transmission range". 

5.3.2 Coupon Collector's Problem Model 

This makes our problem the "Coupon Collector's Problem". Assume every time the 

collector buys a product (bubble gum or Cracker Jack, for example) he receives a 
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coupon (a baseball card or a toy, for example) which is equally likely to be any one 

of n types. The "Coupon Collector's Problem" tells us this person will collect all n 

types of coupons with a probability e~e ° in the expected times, n In n + c x n, of 

purchases, where n goes infinity and c is a positive constant. I.e. 

lim Pr(X <nlnn + c x n) = e~e °, (5.1) 
n—>oo 

where X denotes purchase times or denotes the number of coupons this person re

ceived before he collects all n types of coupons. It follows that, once this person 

collects a new coupon, he will find another new coupon with a probability e~e ° from 

an expected number (In n + c) of coupons that he receives later, where n goes on to 

infinity. 

Recall, according to the method of picking every key-node, its joining in K must 

be capable of enlarging CK- If the communication range of each key-node is compared 

to a different type of coupon, then the process that the communication ranges of all 

of the key-nodes in K tile the whole Cy is equivalent to the process that the coupon 

collector collects all n types of coupons. Therefore, Conclusion 1 is as follows: 

Conclusion 1. During the process of picking every key-node of K one by one, if every 

current node ki has an expected number In n + c of 1-neighbors in its communication 

range, then the next key-node fcj+i can be found with a probability e~e °. 

On the other hand, the nodes of V randomly and uniformly distribute in a rect

angular area of size a x b of the Euclidean plane. Thus, o the probability of any node 

appearing at a specific position is almost zero, o the number of nodes appearing in a 

specific region should be proportional to the area of this region. Trivially, the proba

bility that a given region R contains exactly m nodes obeys a "Poisson distribution", 

i.e. Pr = ^ x e~A, where A = w*ffi denotes the expected number of nodes in the 
m\ ' axb ^ 

region R. Then we have Conclusion 2 as follows. By adding together Conclusion 1 

and Conclusion 2, we can make the following Conclusion 3 hold. 

Conclusion 2. The communication range (of size 2r x 2r) of each node contains an 

expected number ^^- of 1-neighbors. 

Conclusion 3. If ^^- > Inn + c, then the communication ranges of all of the key-

nodes in K will tile the whole Cy with a probability at least e~e °. Therefore, USG(K) 
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and thus USG(V) are connected with a probability at least e e °. I.e., 

Pr[USG{V) is connected | r > > x b x ( l n n + c) ] > e - e - ( n _ oo)_ 

Let ec = Si, then we have Formula (5.2) as follows: 

Pr[USG(V) is connected r > \ ^- — ] > e si f=a 1 (n —>• oo) 

(5.2) 

Note that the number of key-nodes of K, assume m, cannot be larger than n (the 

number of nodes of V). The implication here is that Formula (5.2) can guarantee a 

connected USG(K) and thus a connceted USG(V) in the worst case, i.e. K = V. 

This is similar to that the coupon collector need only to collect m (m < n) types of 

coupons. But, Formula 5.1 can ensure the coupon collector will collect more than m 

types of coupons. 

5.4 Discussion of the Parameter Space 

We simulate a wireless mobile ad hoc network consisting of a set V of n nodes, and 

study various network structures formed by nodes of V. For the convenience of discus

sion, we divide them into two groups. One group including USG(V) and LSTG(V) is 

called "USG(V)-group"; another including UDG(V), GG{V) and RNG(V) is called 

"[/DG(F)-group". Due to their different definitions of the transmission range (refer 

to Figure 3.20), a conversion of the transmission range is made from UDG(V)-group 

to USG(V)-group for consistency's sake, i.e. that nodes have the transmission range 

r in any network topology of USG(V)-group implies that they have a transmission 

range y/2 x r in those of UDG(V)-growp. 

According to [27, 28], we have following Formula (5.3) holding for the UDG(V)-

group, which is similar to Formula (5.2) holding for the USG(V)-group. 

^ , r 7 „ _ / I r t . , a x b x (Inn + l n ^ ) n _J_ 1 , N 

Pr[UDG(V) is connected r > \ \>e '2 « 1 {n—* 00) 

(5.3) 

To ensure all connected network topologies in the UDG(V)-growp (i.e. Pr[UDG(V) 

is connected ] ~ 1), we only need the parameter S2 in Formula (5.3) to be a constant 

large enough to make — close to zero. Then, we compare Formula (5.2) with Formula 
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(5.3). For convenience sake, we rewrite them as follows: 

Pr[ USG(V) is connected ] > 1 where «! 

Pr[ UDGiy) is connected ] > 1 where s2 
^2 

Clearly, Pr[ UDG(V) is connected] > Pr[USG(V) is connected] because s2 > Si. 

This implies, if a chosen r is large enough to make the USG(V)-group almost surely 

connected, then the UDG(V)-group is connected even more surely. This is consistent 

with the Definition 8 of USG, i.e. USG(V) C UDGiy). 

In addition, we consider a large probability Pr close to 1. As mentioned in section 

5.3, nx Pr indicates the average number of nodes in the biggest node-clique. If there 

are several biggest node-cliques of equal size, according to the rules by which a key-

node set is generated (in section 5.3.1), nx Pr indicates the average number of nodes 

in any one of them. However, this case will never happen because the large Pr (~ 1) 

can guarantee a unique biggest node-clique. It follows that n x (1 — Pr) is the average 

number of nodes disconnected to the unique biggest node-clique. 

5.5 Analysis of Experimental Results 

We conducted all experiments with a simulation kit developed in Java language. This 

kit uses four inputs to generate a node configuration, which are "Width of rectangular 

area", "Height of rectangular area", "Number of nodes" and "Transmission range of 

nodes" (see a screen shot in Figure 5.5). Once nodes are randomly and uniformly 

settled in the rectangular area, the kit is ready to compute the two groups of graphs on 

nodes (i.e. the USG-group and the UDG-group). It computes each edge of the LSTG 

by using the "local empty square test". An example and the pseudocode of this local 

test are provided in section 4.3.1 and in Appendix C respectively. It computes edges 

of the GG by using the "local empty disk test", and it computes edges of the RNG by 

using the "local empty lune test". If two groups of graphs have been constructed and 

they are all connected, this kit will use Dijkstra's algorithm to solve shortest path 

problems. For example, Figure 5.5 illustrates the shortest path between the node 

(ID=10) and the node (ID=28) in the LSTG (or, STGnUSG). 
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Figure 5.2: A screen shot from the simulation kit. 

For each of the two groups of graphs, this kit outputs the number of edges, the 

number of nodes disconnected to the biggest node-clique (if disconnected), and all-

pairs shortest-paths (if connected). In addition, this kit performs related compu

tations to generate further outputs. For example, it computes the shortest paths 

between the node (ID=10) and the node (ID=28) in both LSTG and USG, and then 

computes the ratio of shortest-paths' lengths. 

In the following experiments, we always chose a rectangular area of size 500x500 

(meters2) as simulation inputs. But, other two simulation inputs, "Number of nodes" 

and "Transmission range of nodes", depended on the specific circumstances. 

5.5.1 Minimum Transmission Range vs. Stability of Edges of LSTG 

At first, we need to prove by experiment our analysis in section 5.2—"There exists a 

minimum transmission range. If the chosen transmission range r is greater than the 

minimum transmission range, the edge set of LSTG rarely increases with the increase 

in r. The edge set of LSTG relative to r tends to be stable." 

In our experiments, we first choose a total of n = 500 nodes and let r be various 

lengths from 20 meters to 120 meters. For every input length of r, we count the 
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numbers of edges in both USG and LSTG. Figure 5.3(a) illustrates the experimental 

results where all statistics are computed over 50 different node configurations. For 

example, the experimental results show that USG and LSTG have an average of 2359 

edges and 1205 edges respectively over 50 runs at r = 50 meters. The experimental 

results also show that the minimum transmission range exists about between 50 me

ters and 60 meters. Then, we observe the two curves in Figure 5.3(a). For USG, the 

number of its edges increases rapidly with the increase in r; for LSTG, conversely, the 

number of its edges rarely changes with the increase in r if r > 60 meters. It follows 

that "the edge set of LSTG relative to r tends to be stable". 

We also choose n = 750 nodes to carry out the same experiments. Figure 5.3(b) 

is an illustration of the results. According to the experimental results, the minimum 

transmission range in this case is about between 40 meters and 45 meters. 

Now, our experimental results have confirmed the stability of LSTG's edge set 

has a relationship with the minimum transmission range r. Then, we need to find 

out what makes this relationship hold. For this question, we assume that a set V of 

wireless nodes use the USG network model and choose the LSTG as their underlying 

network topology. The LSTG(V) will divide the Euclidean plane into numerous finite 

faces and an infinite face as it is a planar graph. We define a boundary of the infinite 

face as a closed path consisting of the edges in both the infinite face and some finite 

face. Then, the infinite face has only one boundary in that LSTGiV) is a connected 

graph (or, all nodes form only one clique). For an arbitrary node A of V, there are 

three cases. 

(1) A lies neither in the infinite face nor on its boundary. Then, A's entire adjacent 

faces must have a closed outer boundary, which consists of the partial boundaries of 

A's adjacent faces and contains in its interior at least a node A. We denote all 

nodes excepting A lying on or in this closed outer boundary as N(A). This N(A) 

trivially is a superset of N(A), a node set consisting of A's entire 1-hop neighbors in 

LSTGiV). While wireless nodes' transmission ranges r increase in length, some new 

edges may join in LSTGiV) and the resulting graph is therefore a planar supergraph 

of LSTG(V). On the one hand, these new added edges could cause some nodes in 

K(A) to join in N(A); on the other hand, these new added edges could cause A's 

smaller adjacent faces, as a result of which some nodes originally belonging to N(A) 
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will never belong to H(A). If r keeps increasing until N(A) = &(A), then a further 

increased r will not lead to more edges of LSTG(V) incident on A. 

(2) A lies in the infinite face. Then, we consider all nodes lying in the infinite 

face or on its boundary excepting A. From them, we pick up the nodes to form a 

set H(A) such that, for each node B in N(-A), the edge AB (if added) will not break 

LSTG{yy& planarization. Clearly, 11(A) consists of the nodes that have or potentially 

have edges of LSTG(V) connecting to A if wireless nodes' transmission ranges r keep 

increasing. Let d be the distance between A and the furthermost node in H(A). If r 

keeps increasing until r > d, then a further increased r will not lead to more edges of 

LSTG(V) incident on A. 

(3) A lies on the boundary of the infinite face. Since this case is a combination of 

the above two cases, putting together the above discussion explains why the edges of 

LSTG{V) incident on A rarely increase with the increase in r for this condition. 

5.5.2 Correctness of Formula (5.2) in Simulation 

Looking at it one way, the experimental results in section 5.5.1 have shown the ex

istence of the minimum transmission range for any given input of n nodes. On the 

other hand, according to section 5.4, such a the minimum transmission range can be 

calculated by the Formula (5.2) (in section 5.3.2). Given an input of n nodes and a 

target probability Pr close to one, we need to prove by experiment the transmission 

range calculated by the Formula (5.2) is the practical minimum transmission range 

such that two group of network topologies in simulation, including USG, LSTG, UDG, 

GG and RNG, are connected almost surely or with a practical probability no lower 

than that given target probability Pr. 

In this section, a given target probability of all network structures being connected 

is named a "theoretical probability", yet a practical probability of all structures being 

connected in the simulation is named an "experimental probability". Every experi

mental probability was obtained over a large amount of different node configurations, 

and it equals one minus the average disconnected nodes in simulation divided by the 

total number n of nodes. However, we notice that the same "theoretical probability" 

will not lead to the same average disconnected nodes if different simulation inputs of 

n are used. In fact, in comparison with requiring all structures to be connected with 
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transmission 

range (r) 

35.57849 

36.77597 

38.30155 

39.41639 

40.50056 

theoretical/experimental 

probability 

0.980 / 0.998533 

0.990 / 0.998667 

0.996 / 0.9994 

0.998 / 0.999533 

0.999 / 0.999867 

theoretical/experimental 

disconnected nodes 

10 / 0.733333 

5 / 0.666667 

2 / 0.300000 

1 / 0.233333 

0.5 / 0.066667 

Table 5.1: A number n of nodes in a plane of size axb (n = 500, a = b = 500 meters). 
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Figure 5.4: A number n of nodes in a plane of size a x b (n = 500, a = b = 500 
meters). 
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transmission 

range (r) 

26.82458 

27.(52027 

28.63822 

29.38485 

30.11297 

theoretical/experimental 

probability 

0.9900 / 0.999633 

0.9950 / 0.999433 

0.9980 / 0.999867 

0.9990 / 0.999900 

0.9995 / 0.999867 

theoretical/experimental 

disconnected nodes 

10 / 0.366667 

5 / 0.566667 

2 / 0.133333 

1 / 0.100000 

0.5 / 0.133333 

Table 5.2: A number n of nodes in a plane of size a x b [n = 1000, a = b = 500 
meters). 

1.0000 

0. 9990 

0. 9980 

0. 9970 

0. 9960 

0. 9950 

0. 9940 

0. 9930 

0. 9920 

0. 9910 

0. 9900 

(Pr) 

26.5 27 .5 28.5 
—O— e xp er i merit al Pr 

29 .5 
t h e o r e t i c a l Pr 

30.5 

Figure 5.5: A number n of nodes in a plane of size a x b (n = 1000, a = b = 500 
meters). 
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the "theoretical probability", it is more realistically significant to require the average 

disconnected nodes less than a target number. As posited in 5.4, this target number 

divided by n is actually a "theoretical probability", so it is named "theoretical dis

connected nodes". Correspondingly, those practical average disconnected nodes we 

counted out in the simulation are named "experimental disconnected nodes". Thus, 

the correctness of Formula (5.2) will be proven if an "experimental probability" is 

always higher than its corresponding "theoretical probability", or alternatively those 

"experimental disconnected nodes" are always less than their corresponding "theo

retical disconnected nodes". 

Experiments for this purpose are performed on n — 500 nodes and n = 1000 

nodes respectively (see Table 5.1 and Table 5.2). To obtain those minimum trans

mission ranges as the simulation inputs of r, we first let the amounts of "theoretical 

disconnected nodes" be 10, 5, 2, 1 and 0.5 respectively, then we have their respective 

"theoretical probabilities". Substituting these "theoretical probabilities" into For

mula (5.2), we have those values of si and then those desired simulation inputs of r. 

For every input of r, we count out the "experimental disconnected nodes" (over 50 

different node configurations) and calculate the corresponding "experimental proba

bility" . 

For example, we let "theoretical disconnected nodes" be 5 nodes in the two cases 

of n = 500 nodes and n = 1000 nodes respectively. The two transmission ranges are 

calculated as r = 36.77597 meters (n = 500) and r = 27.62027 meters (n = 1000). By 

experimental results: when r = 36.77597 meters and n = 500 nodes, the number of 

"experimental disconnected nodes" is 0.666667 (Table 5.1); when r = 27.62027 meters 

and n = 1000 nodes, the number of "experimental disconnected nodes" is 0.566667 

(Table 5.2). Both of them are much less than 5 nodes, the "theoretical disconnected 

nodes". Accordingly, the "experimental probabilities" (0.998667 and 0.999433) are 

larger than their respective "theoretical probabilities" (0.990 and 0.9950). 

Curves derived from Table 5.1 and 5.2 are shown in Figure 5.4 and Figure 5.5. 

Obviously, for each r adopted in experiments, the "experimental probability" is always 

higher than the corresponding "theoretical probability". This proves the correctness 

of the Formula (5.2) in determining the "minimum transmission range" for any given 

set of nodes. 
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(avg. length of all-pairs shortest-paths) 

40 45 50 55 60 65 70 

Figure 5.6: A comparison of the average length of all-pairs shortest-paths among 
LSTG, GG and RNG (r > 40). 

5.5.3 Comparisons of Spanning Ratios 

At this point, there is only one thing left to prove by experiment: on the same set 

of wireless nodes and as connected underlying network topologies, the LSTG always 

has a better path quality than the GG and the RNG in practice. 

Experiments for this purpose are still performed o n n = 500 nodes, and all statis

tics are also obtained over 50 different node configurations. For those simulations 

input of r, we choose a series of different lengths such that each of them ensures a 

high "theoretical probability" for all network structures. By section 5.4 and the last 

two sections 5.5.1 and 5.5.2, such inputs of r can safely, in a both theoretical and ex

perimental sense, be calculated by Formula (5.2). Since we expect all n = 500 nodes 

to form always only one clique, we choose r = 40 meters as the minimum in that the 

resulting "theoretical disconnected nodes" are less than one node at any time (refer 

to Table 5.1). 

For every simulation input of r, we first compare the "average length of all-pairs 

shortest-paths" of LSTG with those average lengths of GG's and RNG's (see Figure 

5.6). Three curves illustrate that a LSTG always has a smaller average length than 

GG and RNG. In addition, this average length for LSTG will further decrease with 

the increase in r, but those for GG and RNG will not. When r = 50, this average 

length for LSTG reaches an almost-minimum, which is considerably lower than those 

for GG and RNG. This leads to the following conclusion. 

Conclusion 4. Suppose a set V of wireless nodes simultaneously have three types 
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length 

of r 

(•/• > 4 0 ) 

40 

45 

50 

55 

60 

65 

70 

LSTG-USG all-pairs 

shortest-path length ratios 

average 

1.03357455 

1.04046088 

1.04520734 

1.05116721 

1.05493941 

1.05750744 

1.05964891 

deviation 

6.88E-04 

7.98E-04 

8.57E-04 

9.33E-04 

9.80E-04 

0.00100734 

0.00103057 

GG-UDG all-pairs 

shortest-path length ratios 

average 

1.10370737 

1.11008895 

1.11509312 

1.11810107 

1.12037041 

1.12155261 

1.12237719 

deviation 

0.00240729 

0.00270531 

0.00280014 

0.00284937 

0.00294129 

0.00297773 

0.00300156 

RNG-UDG all-pairs 

shortest-path length ratios 

average 

1.25064028 

1.25994933 

1.26616068 

1.26957829 

1.27212111 

1.27344478 

1.27437333 

deviation 

0.01226478 

0.01305603 

0.01324269 

0.01335166 

0.01340295 

0.01341171 

0.01343074 

Table 5.3: Comparisons of the averages and deviations of the all-pairs shortest-path 
length ratios of GG-to-UDG, GG-to-UDG and RNG-to-UDG (r > 40). 

of underlying network topologies, LSTG(V), GG(V) and RNG(V). Overall, the all-

pairs shortest-paths in LSTG(V) are much shorter than the all-pairs shortest-paths 

in GG{V) and RNG(V). 

For every simulation input of r, the ratios of all-pairs shortest-paths' lengths in the 

LSTG to all-pairs shortest-paths' lengths in the USG are also computed. The average 

and deviation of these ratios are named "average" and "deviation" of "LSTG-USG all-

pairs shortest-path length ratios", as arranged respectively in the 2nd and 3rd columns 

of Table 5.3. For the sake of comparison, those "averages" and "deviations" for "GG-

UDG all-pairs shortest-path length ratios" and "RNG-UDG all-pairs shortest-path 

length ratios" are computed and settled in the 4th, 5th, 6th and 7th columns of Table 

5.3. Table 5.3 illustrates that the "average" of "LSTG-USG all-pairs shortest-path 

length ratios" is always lower than those average ratios of GG-to-UDG and RNG-

to-UDG. This further confirms the Conclusion 4. In addition, three "deviation" 

columns demonstrate the lengths of all-pairs shortest-paths in LSTG are closer to 

respective presumable lengths. Here, for any pair of nodes, the presumable length of 

their shortest path in the LSTG is their shortest-path's length in the USG times the 

corresponding "average" ratio in the 2nd column of Table 5.3. Therefore, we have 

following Conclusion 5. 

Conclusion 5. Suppose a set V of wireless nodes simultaneously have three types of 

underlying network topologies, LSTGiV), GGiV) and RNG(V). Any pair of nodes 
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(practical spanning ratio) 
3 . 4 r r ^ T T T T - - - ?' <"-U : 
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Figure 5.7: Comparisons of the pract ical spanning rat ios of LSTG, G G and R N G 
(r > 40). 

ofV have the shortest-path(s) in LSTG(V) with a more presumable length than those 

they have in GG{V) and RNG(V). 

For every simulation input of r, we finally compare the "practical spanning ratio" 

of LSTG (to USG) with those of GG (to UDG) and RNG (to UDG) (see Figure 5.7). 

The "practical spanning ratio" of LSTG (to USG) indicates the worst case of "LSTG-

USG all-pairs shortest-path length ratios", therefore it is calculated as the maximum 

of the latter. In a similar way, the "practical spanning ratios" of GG and RNG are 

calculated. By the three curves in Figure 5.7, we then have following Conclusion 6. 

Conclusion 6. If a set V of wireless nodes simultaneously have three types of underly

ing network topologies, LSTG{V), GG{V) and RNG(V), then the practical spanning 

ratio of LSTG(V)-to-USG(V) is always both much lower than A/20 and lower a lot 

than the practical spanning ratios of GG(V)-to-UDG(V) and RNG(V)-to-UDG(V). 

Based on all comparisons, we conclude that the Localized Square Test Graph 

(LSTG) practically performs better than the Gabriel graph (GG) and the relative 

neighborhood graph (RNG) when it is chosen by a mobile wireless ad hoc network as 

its final underlying network topology. 

5.6 Summary 

In this chapter, we present various experimental proofs for a better path quality of 

LSTG than that of GG and RNG. 
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Before the experiments were conducted, we first analyzed the conditions and pa

rameters of our experiments. Since we expect all connected network topologies in 

experiments (see section 5.2), we introduce the "Coupon Collector's Problem" model 

(in section 5.3) to determine the "minimum transmission range" r for any given set 

of nodes. Section 5.4 shows that such a minimum transmission range can ensure both 

a connected USG (or LSTG) and a connected UDG (GG or RNG). 

All experimental results leading to our analysis and conclusions are presented in 

section 5.5. On experimental-results basis, we first show the existence of "minimum 

transmission range" r. Then, we prove by experiment that the correctness of Formula 

(5.2) in determining the "minimum transmission range" r for any given set of nodes. 

Finally, we choose a series of different lengths as the simulation inputs of r, and we 

require the minimum r to ensure the all connected network structures in experiments. 

Then, comparisons of various ratios prove a connected LSTG has a better path quality 

than GG and RNG in many senses. 



Chapter 6 

Summary, Conclusions, Contributions and Future Work 

6.1 Summary of work and Conclusions 

In this thesis, we propose a new network model for wireless mobile ad hoc networks— 

unit-square graph (USG), and we also define a new proximity graph—Square Test 

Graph (STG). We prove that a Localized Square Test Graph (LSTG) is a planar 

\/20-spanner of USG, by showing that the STG is a \/20-spanner of the complete 

Euclidean graph and LSTG and USG have the same relationship. We also provide a 

distributed and localized algorithm for the construction of LSTG. Our experimental 

the results shows: on the one hand, LSTG achieves its connectivity later than GG or 

RNG with the increase in nodes' transmission range; on the other hand, once LSTG 

is connected almost surely, then it has a better path quality than GG and RNG. 

Now, we consider a set of wireless nodes that randomly and uniformly distribute 

in a rectangular area of size a x b. We model them as a USG and a UDG at the same 

time, and also expect that the two network models have the same high probability Pr 

of being connected. By Formula (5.2), we have the minimum transmission range of 

nodes in the USG network model—r^usG)- By Formula (5.3), we have the minimum 

transmission range of nodes in the UDG network model—T(IJDG)- We notice that 

f{usG) is very close to T(UDG) if the value of ^ is small enough. This implies that, if 

the node density ( ^ ) is large enough, then the USG network model and the UDG 

network model have almost the same high probability of being connected. On the 

top of the USG network model, the underlying network topology LSTG accordingly 

has almost the same high probability of being connected as those network topologies 

based on the UDG network model. As a result, we we prefer to choose LSTG as 

the underlying topology of those wireless ad hoc networks in which wireless nodes 

"densely" distribute. 
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In this thesis, a new proximity graph was defined, square test graph (STG), and a new 

wireless network model, unit-square graph (USG). Both of these were never known 

previously. 

This thesis also provides a new heuristic for the construction of the underlying 

network topology of wireless ad hoc networks. Here, the USG is chosen as the network 

model so the approach defining STG is applicable to simplifying the edges of USG. 

In addition, this thesis presents a distributed and localized algorithm using the 

approach defining STG and only the messages from all 1-neighbors of each nodes 

to simplify the edges of USG. The resulting underlying network topology is called 

localized square test graph (LSTG). 

6.3 Future Work 

By Definition 8 of USG, a "unit-square" is always smaller than a "unit-disk" (refer 

to Figure 3.20), which leads to the conclusion each wireless node has to ignore on 

purpose some of its 1-neighbors (in UDG network model), which in turn leads to that 

the connectivity of LSTG is not as good as GG or RNG when wireless nodes sparsely 

distribute. 

We would like to further investigate if we can use another shape, such as the 

hexagon or the octagon, to model wireless nodes' communication ranges so that the 

entire wireless nodes will define a new network model for wireless ad hoc network, 

such as "unit-hexagon graph" or "unit-octagon graph". We expect the area of this 

new shape to be closer to the "unit-disk" than that of "unit-square". We also expect 

to find some new proximity graph, such as "Hexagon Test Graph" or "Octagon Test 

Graph", whose approach can be used to simplifying the edges of the new network 

model and simultaneously maintain the network connectivity. 



Appendix A 

Part 1 of the parallel algorithm 

Once every short-time interval t, start a thread as follows. 

P A R A L L E L - O N E [ ] 

1. broadcast ({u}) //broadcast peripherad the message about its own information 

2. synchronized (Qi,Q2,Qz,Qi) 

3. beginning of the synchronized block: 

4. for each table Qi //eliminate out-dated message of neighbor nodes 

5. while (hasNextFailureNode (Qi)*) 

6. {v} <- getNextFailureNode (Qrf 

7. delete ({>>},<?»)* 

8. computeAHLinks§ //re-compute the links (edges) incident on itself 

9. end of the synchronized block 

"The detail of the function hasNextFailureNode( ) is in Section 4.3.2 
tThe detail of the function getNextFailureNode( ) is in Section 4.3.2 
*The detail of the function delete( ) is in Section 4.3.2 
§The detail of the function computeAHLinks is in Appendix C 
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Appendix B 

Part 2 of the parallel algorithm 

Once receive a broadcast message from a node v, start a new thread as follows. 

P A R A L L E L - T W O [ {v } ] 

1. m <— checkQuadrant({u})* //check if node v is in the unit-square of u 

2. if (m = -1) Return 

3. synchronized {QI,Q2,QS.,QA) 

4. beginning of the synchronized block: 

5. for each table Qi //eliminate the outdated message that is previously from node v 

6. for each table item j in Qi 

7. if (Qi[j]."savedmessagefromneighbors" = {v}) {delete {Qi[j],Qi)} 

8. insert({v},Qm)t //insert v into the corresponding table based on v's location to u 

9. computeAllLinks-'' //re-compute the links (edges) incident on itself 

10. end of the synchronized block 

*The detail of the function checkQuadrant( ) is in Section 4.3.2 
^The detail of the function insert( ) is in Section 4.3.2 
*The detail of the function computeAllLinks is in Appendix C 
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Appendix C 

F U N C T I O N C O M P U T E ALL LINKS [ ] 

1. for each table Qi 

2. for each table item j in Qi /* where j begins from, 2 because the node recorded in 

the table item Qi[l] is node u itself, see Figure 4-2*/ 

//check if there is at least one neighbor node in the rectangle R(uv) 

3. {endPoint} <— Qi[j]."savedmessagefromneighbors" 

4. {interimNode} <— {u}.uhorizontalnextnode" 

5. continue <— true 

6. hasLink <— true //initialize u and v to be connected 

7. while (continue && ({interimNode} ^ {endPoint})) 

8. upperboundaryY <— max({u}.posY, {endPoint}.posY) 

9. lowerboundaryY <— min({u}.posY, {endPoint}.posY) 

10. if ({interimNode}.posY) > lowboundY && 

{interimNode}.posY) < upboundY) 

11. hasLink <— false 

12. continue <— false 

13. {interimNode} <— u.uverticalnextnodev 

14. while (continue && {interimNode}^endPoint) 

15. upperboundaryX *— max({u}.posX, {endPoint}.posX) 
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16. lowerboundaryX <— min({u}.posX, {endPoint}.posX) 

17. if ({interimNode}.posX) > lowboundX && 

{interimNode} .posX) < upboundX) 

18. hasLink <— false 

19. continue <— false 

/*check if there is a "bigger empty rectangle" between u and v that is 

big enough to put the test square in* j 

20. if (abs({u}.posY—{endPoint}.posY) > abs({u}.posX—{endPoint}.posX)) 

21. {leftPoint} <— maxX({u}, {endPoint}) 

22. {rightPoint} <— minX({u}, {endPoint}) 

23. widthOfGap <r-abs({leftPoint}."horizontalnextnode" 

.posX — {rightPoint}. "horizontalnextnode" .posX) 

24. if (widthOfGap < abs({u}.posY — {endpoint}.posY)) 

25. {hasLink <— false} 

26. else 

27. {upPoint} <— maxY({u}, {endPoint}) 

28. {downPoint} <— minY({u}, {endPoint}) 

29. heightOfGap <^ abs({upPoint}.uverticalnextnode" 

.posY — {downPoint}."verticalnextnode" .posY) 

30. if (heightOfGap < abs({u}.posX — {endpomi}.posX)) 

31. {hasLink <— false} 

32. {endPoint}. "link status" <—hasLink 
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